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For Payment of Bills Against the City
All persons furnishing materials or service for the
city, or aid to the city poor, should be particular to take
the name of the person ordering such service, material,
or aid, and should know that the person is duly author-
ized to contract such liability.
The city will not be holden for merchandise sold or
delivered on city poor account, except on the written
order of the overseer of the poor, and for no longer
time than until his successor shall have been appointed
and qualified.
All bills against the city must be approved by the
person authorizing the charge- and unless this is done,
no action can be had upon the bill by the Committee
on Accounts and Claims, and no order will be given for
its payment.
Bills so certified should be left with the city clerk on
or before the second day of the month.
If approved by the Committee on Accounts and
Claims, they will be ready for payment on Thursday
following the regular monthly meeting of the city gov-
ernment. The regular monthly meetings of the city




Passed During the Year Ending January 13, 1936
An Ordinance amending chapter 43 of the revised ordi-
nances RELATING TO SALARIES.
Be it ordained by the Board of Aldermen of the City of Concord,
as follows:
- That Chapter 43, Section O of the Revised Ordinances be amended
by striking out the whole of said section and inserting the following.
Section O. City Physician, one thousand dollars per annum.
Assistant City Physician, two hundred dollars per annum.
This ordinance shall take effect as of January 1, 1935.
Passed March 11, 1935.
An Ordinance amending chapter 43 of the revised ordi-
nances RELATING TO SALARIES.
Be it ordained by the Board of Aldermen of the City of Concord,
as follows:
That Chapter 43, Section S of the Revised Ordinances be amended
bv striking out the whole of said section and inserting in place
thereof the following.
Section S. Overseer of the Poor, in Ward 1. Three hundred
fifty dollars per annum; in Ward 2, twenty-five dollars per annum;
in all other wards, five hundred dollars per annum.
This ordinance shall take effect as of January 1, 1935.
Passed March 11, 1935.
An Ordinance amending chapter 43 of the revised ordi-
nances relating to salaries.
Be it ordained by the Board of Aldermen of the City of Concord,
as follows:
That Chapter 43 of the Revised Ordinances be amended by
adding thereto the following section.
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Section 2. All salaries in excess of fifteen hundred dollars shall
remain reduced by five per cent for one year, beginning April 15,
1935.
Sect. 3. This ordinance shall take effect as of April 15, 1935.
Passed March 11, 1935.
An Ordinance amending chapter 43 of the revised ordi-
nances RELATING TO SALARIES.
Be it ordained by the Board of Aldermen of the City of Concord,
as follows:
Section 1. Amend subdivision (X) of Section 1, Chapter 4-3
of the Revised Ordinances by striking out the whole thereof and
substituting the following:
(X) Permanent Men. Chief, $2,600 per annum which shall
include compensation for service rendered as Assistant Building
Inspector.
First Deputy, $1,950 per annum; Second Deputy Chief, $1,900
per annum; Captains, $1,850 per annum; Lieutenants, $1,8 50 per
annum; Members, $1,800 per annum. House Man, $100 per
annum.
Call Men: District Chief, Ward One, $100 per annum; District
Chief, Ward Two, $20 per annum; Captains, Engine 1 and 6,
Hook and Ladder and Hose Co. 2, $110 each per annum. Lieuten-
ants, Engine 1, 2 and 6 Hook and Ladder and Hose Co. 2, $105
each per annum.
Members Engine Co. 1, 2, 6, Hook and Ladder Co. and Hose
Co. 2, each $100 per annum.
Call Men: Wards One, Two, Three and Eight:
Ward One, Engine 3, Lieutenants (2) each $80 per annum.
Members $75 each per annum.
Ward Two, Engine 7, all members $20 each per annum.
Ward Three, Engine 8, all members $20 each per annum.
Ward Eight, Engine 5, all members $20 each per annum.
Superintendent Fire Alarm, Ward One, $100 per annum.
This ordinance shall take effect upon its passage.
Passed May 13, 1935.
RESOLUTIONS 5
RESOLUTIONS
Resolution appropriating money for work relief projects
Resolved by the Board' of Aldermen of the City of Concord, as
follows:
That the sum of $3,000 be and hereby is appropriated out of any
money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated for expenses
of material and other services that may be required of the City of
Concord on Work Relief Projects sponsored by the New Hampshire
Relief Administrator, Works Division.
Said sum to be expended under the supervision of the Special
Committee on Work Relief Projects, authorized by a resolution
passed by the Board of Aldermen January 14, 1935.
Passed February 11, 1935.
Resolution relative to repairs and alterations of comfort
STATION.
Resolved by the Board of Aldermen of the City of Concord, as
follows:
That the sum of six hundred dollars ($600) be and hereby is
appropriated out of any money in the treasury not otherwise appro-
priated for the purpose of making repairs and alterations to the Com-
fort Station on Warren Street in accordance with the recommendation
as submitted by Fred W. Lang, Commissioner of Public Works
dated March 6, 1935.
Said sum to be expended under the direction of the Police Board.
Passed March 11, 1935.
Resolution authorizing the mayor to deed to the Concord
Electric Company a certain lot of land northerly
of sylvester street in exchange for a certain lot on
Daniel Webster Highway.
Resolved by the Board of Aldermen of the City of Concord, as
follows:
That the Mayor be and hereby is authorized to issue to the
Concord Electric Co. a warranty deed for a certain lot of land lying
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north of Sylvester Street, on the westerly side of Sewalls Falls Road
in exchange for a lot of land facing on the Daniel Webster Highway,
in accordance with the vote of the Cemetery Commissioners dated
November 2, 1934, and as shown on plan attached to communica-
tion from the Cemetery Commissioners dated November 8 1934
marked lots A and B.
Passed April 8, 1935.
Resolution authorizing the mayor to execute to forrest
EVARTS A QUITCLAIM DEED FOR LOTS NOS. 4227 AND 4724.
Resolved by the Board of Aldermen of the City of Concord, as
follows:
That the Mayor be and hereby is authorized to issue to Forrest
Evarts a quitclaim deed for lots Nos. 4227 and 4724 deeded to
the City of Concord, November 5, 1926, by Joseph Hunnymen.
The consideration for said lots to be one hundred forty dollars
($140.00).
7
Passed April 8, 1935.
Resolution fixing and determining the amount of money to
BE RAISED ON THE TAXABLE PROPERTY AND INHABITANTS
WITHIN THE LIMITS OF THE SEWERAGE PRECINCT FOR THE
ENSUING FINANCIAL YEAR.
Resolved by the Board of Aldermen of the City of Concord, as
follows:
Section 1. There shall be raised, and there is hereby ordered
to be raised on the polls and ratable estates within the sewerage pre-
cinct of said city, the sum of twenty-eight hundred and fifty dollars
($2,8 50) to defray the necessary expenses and charges of said pre-
cinct for the ensuing financial year which shall be appropriated as
follows:
For the payment of bonds, $2,500.00
For the payment of interest that may become
due on precinct bonds, 350.00
Sect. 2. This resolution shall take effect upon its passage.
Passed April 24, 1935.
RESOLUTIONS 7
Resolution fixing and determining the amount of money
to be raised for the ensuing financial year for the
use of the city.
Resolved by the Board of Aldermen of the City of Concord, as
follows:
Section 1. There shall be raised and there is hereby ordered
to be raised on the polls and ratable estates within the City the sum
of five hundred eighteen thousand four hundred forty-two dollars
($518,442) to defray the necessary expenses and charges of the
City for the ensuing financial year, which together with sums which
may be raised on railroads and from other sources which are approxi-
mately one hundred forty-six thousand one hundred seventy-seven
dollars ($146,177), and shall be appropriated as follows:
City relief, 1934, $4,000.00
City poor, 40,000.00
Old age assistance, 18,000.00
Dependent soldiers, City, 7,500.00
Bonds and Notes
Bridge, $10,000.00




Central Fire Station, 1,000.00
Public improvement and refund, 10,500.00
Highway notes, 7,000.00
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Incidentals and land damages, $1,900.00
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Miscellaneous
Margaret Pillsbury Hospital, $4,500.00
N. H. Memorial Hospital, 2,500.00
Memorial Day, 3 50.00
Family Welfare Society, 3 50.00
Concord District Nursing Association, 3 50.00




Work relief projects, 5,000.00
Comfort Station repairs, 600.00
Relief gardens, 500.00
Armistice Day, 100.00
Sect. 2. In addition to the foregoing there is appropriated for
the cemeteries of the City one-third of the income from the sale of
lots and the income derived for the care of lots and grading, which
sums shall be deposited by the Superintendent, or others receiving
them, in the city treasurv. The care of lots for which the city holds
trust funds shall be paid from the money appropriated for the care
of cemeteries, and so much of the income of these trust funds as
may be thus expended shall be deposited in the city treasury at
the close of the year, and the remainder in each instance credited
to the individual fund.
Sect. 3. In addition to the foregoing there is appropriated for
the use of the Public Library the income derived from Public
Library Trust Funds.
Sect. 4. This resolution shall take effect upon its passage.
Passed April 24, 1935.
Resolution appropriating additional money for work relief
projects.
Resolved by the Board of Aldermen of the City of Concord, as
follozvs:
That the sum of ten thousand dollars ($10,000) be, and hereby
is, appropriated out of any money in the treasury not otherwise
appropriated for work relief projects, supplementing the amount
already appropriated for work relief projects.
Passed May 13, 1935.
RESOLUTIONS 13
Resolution authorizing the mayor to execute a quitclaim
deed to charles j. mckee.
Resolved by the Board of Aldermen of the City of Concord, as
follows:
That the Mayor be authorized to execute to Charles J. McKee
a quitclaim deed to lots No. 4675-4672-4671-4670-4669-4674-
4651-4667-4673 and 4678, assessors map No. 1 10 for a consderation
of $45.00.
. Passed June 10, 1935.
Resolution authorizing the city clerk to transfer income
from the state of new hampshire.
Resolved by the Board of Aldermen of the City of Concord, as
follows:
That the City Clerk be and hereby is authorized to transfer to
the following appropriations income from the State of New Hamp-
shire amounting to $10,127.53 representing fifty per cent of relief
cost as from January 1, 193 5 to March 13, 193 5 to the following
appropriations:
To city soldier account, $1,5 88.77
To old age account, 1,943.83
To city relief account, 6,594.93
$10,127.53
Passed June 10, 1935.
Resolution authorizing the mayor to execute a quitclaim
deed to h. a. corson.
Resolved by the Board of Aldermen of the City of Concord^ as
follows :
That the Mayor be authorized to execute to H. A. Corson a
quitclaim deed to lots Nos. 4609, 4610, 4617 and 4619, Assessors
Sheet No. Ill, for a consideration of $30.00.
Passed June 10, 1935.
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Resolution appropriating additional money for work relief
projects.
Resolved by the Board of Aldermen of the City of Concord, as
follows:
That the sum of five thousand dollars ($5,000.00) be, and hereby
is, appropriated out of any money in the treasury not otherwise
appropriated for work relief projects. Said sum to be added to the
amounts already appropriated for work relief projects.
Passed June 10, 1935.
Resolution appropriating money for band concerts for a
fourth of july celebration.
Resolved by the Board of Alder7nen of the City of Concord, as
follows:
That a sum not exceeding two hundred dollars ($200.00) be,
and hereby is, appropriated from the account of Incidentals and
Land Damages for band concerts by Nevers Band of eighteen
pieces for a Fourth of July Celebration. Said sum to be expended
under the supervision of the Special Committee on Fourth of July
Celebration.
Passed June 18, 1935.
Resolution authorizing mayor to quitclaim tract of land
in penacook to mary e. simpson.
Resolved by the Board of Aldermen of the City of Co?icord, as
follows:
Section 1. That the Mayor be and hereby is authorized to
execute a quitclaim deed from the City of Concord to Mary E.
Simpson covering tract of land in Penacook deeded by W. H. Simp-
son by Amos B. Morrison, Tax Collector of City of Concord, to
the City of Concord April 10, 1931, recorded in Merrimack
County Registry of Deeds, Book 148, Page 449, for a consideration
to be fixed by the board of assessors.
Sect. 2. This resolution shall take effect upon its passage.
Passed July 8, 1935.
RESOLUTIONS 15
Resolution authorizing the mayor to execute a quitclaim
deed from the city of concord to mrs. ada e. fay.
Resolved by the Board of Aldermen of the City of Concord, as
follows:
Section 1 . That the Mayor be and hereby is authorized to
execute a quitclaim deed of lots numbered 234-235-236-237-317-
318-319-320, located at Concord Manor, so-called, in said Con-
cord, to Ada E. Fay, the consideration for said lots to be fixed by
the Finance Committee.
Sect. 2. This resolution shall take effect upon its passage.
Passed July 8, 1935.
Resolution authorizing the public library trustees to make
application for a federal grant for the purpose of
constructing a new public library building.
Resolved by the Board of Aldermen of the City of Concord, as
follows:
Section 1 . That the Board of Library Trustees be and hereby
is, authorized to make application in the name of the City of Con-
cord to the Federal Government, through its Public Works Ad-
ministration, for grant of forty-five percent of the cost of a new
library building.
Sect 2. That the Board of Library Trustees be, and hereby is,
authorized to incur such preliminary expense, including architects
and legal fees, as may be necessary in order to properly prepare the
application and plans, said expenditures to be a charge against
the Library Fund or trust funds in the hands of the Trustees of
Trust Funds for building purposes, as the Library Trustees may
direct; and there is hereby appropriated for the use of the Library
Trustees so much of the funds in the hands of the Trustees of
Trust Funds, a? may be necessary to defray the balance of the expense
of construction of a suitable building.
Sect. 3. The Board of Library Trustees is hereby authorized
to act for and in the name of the City of Concord in connection
with the construction of a new library building, to select and de-
termine a site therefor, and to execute whatever contracts with
the Federal Government or other persons as may be necessary to
insure construction of the projects promptly.
Sect. 4. This Resolution shall take effect upon its passage.
Passed July 8, 1935.
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Resolution authorizing the city clerk to transfer income
from the state of new hampshire.
Resolved by the Board of Aldermen of the City of Concord, as
follows:
That the City Clerk be and hereby is authorized to transfer to
the following appropriations, income from the State of New Hamp-
shire amounting to $5,889.73, representing fifty percent of relief
costs from March 13, 1935, to May 1, 1935, to the following
appropriations.
To city soldier account, $862.69
To old age account, 620.50
To city relief account, 4,406.54
Total, $5,889.73
Passed August 12, 1935.
Resolution authorizing the city of concord, new Hampshire,
to file an application to the united states of america
through the federal emergency administration of
public works for a grant to aid in financing the con-
struction of sidewalks, sewer, garage and reconstruc-
tion of warren street and designating robert j. kelli-
her, city solicitor, to furnish such information as the
government may request.
Resolved by the Board of Aldermen of the City of Concord', as
follows:
Section 1. That Robert J. Kelliher, City Solicitor, be and he
hereby is authorized to execute and file an application on behalf
of the City of Concord, New Hampshire, to the United States of
America for a grant to aid in financing the construction of the
following projects:
Reconstruction of sidewalks, $40,000.00
Reconstruction of Washington Street sewer,
so-called, 3 5,000.00
Construction of garage, City Highway De-
partment 10,000.00
Reconstruction of Warren Street, from Main
to North Fruit Street, 25,000.00
RESOLUTIONS 1 7
Sect 2. That Robert J. Kelliher is hereby authorized and di-
rected to furnish such information as the United States of America
through the Federal Emergency Administration of Public Works
may reasonably request in connection with the application which is
herein authorized to be filed.
Passed August 12, 1935.
Resolution in amendment of the street traffic rules of
the city of concord, new hampshire.




Section 1. Vehicle. The word "vehicle" herein shall include
horses hitched to vehicles, horses ridden or led, motor vehicles of
all kinds, bicycles, everything on wheels or runners, excepting light
carriages for the conveyance of children.
Sect. 2. Curb. The word "curb" herein shall mean the lateral
boundaries of that portion of a street designated for use of vehicles,
whether marked by curbstone or not so marked.
Sect. 3. Intersecting Way. The words "intersecting way"
herein shall mean any way which joins another at an angle, whether
or not it crosses the other.
Sect. 4. Crossing. The word "crossing" herein shall mean a
way for pedestrians to go from one side of a street to the other,
which is marked by a pavement or otherwise; also points bordering
the intersection of streets not marked but which are commonly
used to go from one side of a street to the other.
Sect. 5. Safety Z,one. The words "safety zone" herein shall
include any part of a highway designated by vote of the police
commission and marked bv the police department, from which
vehicles may be restricted or excluded, and the termini of which
are marked by suitable signs.
CHAPTER II
Parking Regulatio/is
Section 1. Main St., north side of Freight St., south side of
Capitol St., south side of Pleasant St., south side of Pleasant Street
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Extension. Cars may be parked on Main St. between Freight St.
and Centre St., and on the west side of Main St. between Perley
St. and Freight St., and between Center St. and Pitman St.
;
on the north side of Freight St., on the south side of Pleasant St.
Extension; on the south side of Capitol St. between Main St. and
State St.; the south side of Pleasant St. from Main St. for the
distance of two hundred feet westerly; with right front wheels
at the curb and at an angle of forty-five degrees to the curb.
Sect. 2. Penacook—Main St. Cars may be parked on the
west side of Main St. in Ward 1, between Washington and Charles
Streets; on the east side of Main Street between Charles St. and
the Contoocook River Bridge, with right front wheels at the curb
and at an angle of forty-five degrees to the curb. On the west
side of Main St. between Charles St. and the Contoocook River
bridge with right rear wheel as near as possible to the curb, and at
an angle of forty-five degrees to the curb.
Sect. 3. Parallel Parking. Except as otherwise specifically
provided, all vehicles shall be left standing or parked onlv parallel
to and as near as possible to the right curb or margin of the street.
Sect. 4. Durgin Lane, Kennedy St., Kennedy Lane. Parking
is prohibited in Durgin Lane, Kennedy St., and Kennedy Lane.
Sect. 5. Tzvo-Hour Parking. No vehicle shall be parked for
a longer period than two hours on Main St. between Freight and
Fiske Streets, School St. between Main and State Streets, Pleasant
St. between Main and State Streets, south side of Depot Street,
north side of Washington Street between Main and State Streets,
Blake St., and the south side of Pleasant St. Extension, between the
hours of 7 a. m. and 6 p. m. on week days except Saturdays, when
the hours shall be from 7 a. m. to 9 p. m.
Sect. 6. Blake St., Ford Ave., Marshall St., Fuller St., Oak St.,
Kennedy St. No vehicle shall travel on Blake St. except toward
Green St.; on Ford Ave. except toward Prince St.; on Marshall St.
except toward Fuller St. ; on Fuller St. except toward Oak St. ; on
Oak St. except toward So. Spring St. ; on Perry Ave. except toward
Washington St.; on Prince St. except toward Green St.; or on
Kennedy St. except toward Pleasant St.
Sect. 7. Warren St., north side of Defot St., south side of
Freight St. No vehicle shall be parked on the north side of War-
ren St. between Main St. and Green St. for a longer period than
twenty minutes, and each vehicle shall be parallel to the curb.
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No vehicle shall be parked on the south side of Warren St. from
Main St. to Green St., on the north side of Depot St., or on the
south side of Freight St.
Sect. 8. Fayette St., Thompson St., Concord St., Thorndike
St. No vehicle shall be parked on the south side of Fayette St.,
Thompson St., Concord St., or Thorndike St. between the hours
of 12 o'clock noon and 12 o'clock midnight.
Sect. 9. Odd Fellows Ave. No vehicle shall be parked on
Odd Fellows Avenue except on the west side from Warren St. to
appoint 165 feet southerly from Warren St.
Sect. 10. Night Parking. No vehicle shall be parked in any
street in the city for a longer period than two hours between the
hours of 12 midnight and 7 a. m.
Sect. 1 1 . Taxi Stand. No vehicles except taxi cabs and busses
shall be parked on the northerly side of Pleasant St. between Ken-
nedy Street and a point ten feet east of the east line of Main Street.
Sect. 12. Safety Zones. Bus Stops. No vehicle shall be
parked on the easterly side of Main Street from the intersection
of Pleasant St. to a point 41
/6" southerly of such intersection; on
the westerly side of Main St. from the intersection of Pleasant St.
to a point 74' 10 southerly of said intersection; on the easterly side
of Main St. from the intersection of Pleasant St. to a point 27'4
northerly of said intersection; on the northerly side of Pleasant St.
from the intersection of Main St. to a point 70'6" westerly of said
intersection; on the west side of Main St. from the intersection of
Park St. to a point 1 1
8
/4" southerly of said intersection; on the
north side of Pleasant St. from the intersection of Kennedy St.
to a point 26' westerly of said intersection.
Sect. 13. Loading Vehicles. When a horse-drawn vehicle,
truck trailer, or tractor trailer is backed to the curb to take on
or discharge merchandise, the horses, truck or tractor shall be
turned so as to stand as near parallel with the sidewalk as possible.
Sect. 14. Driveways. Crossings. No vehicle shall be parked
in front of any public or private driveway nor be brought to a
stop so as to interfere with the passage of pedestrians at crossings.
Sect. 15. Fire Hydrants. Intersections. No vehicle shall be
parked in front of or within five feet of a fire hydrant nor within
ten feet of a corner at intersecting streets, measured from the
curb lines.
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Sect. 16. Fire Stations, Theatres, Hotels. No vehicle shall
stop or stand within fifty feet of either side of the center point
of the front wall of a fire station, theatre or moving picture house,
or within 12^ feet of either side of the front entrance to any hotel,
except to let off or take on passengers or to receive or deliver goods
or merchandise.
Sect. 17. Staffing in Highways. Except as provided in Sec-
tion 12, Chapter 103, of the Public Laws relating to vehicles stop-
ping to permit street cars and busses to take on or let off passengers,
no vehicle shall be brought to a stop within any street except in
the parking position prescribed for that street, except at signal
controlled or at stop intersections and as other traffic in the street
may require.
Sect. 18. Police May Divert Traffic. The police department
shall control all traffic in streets or highways. Police officers may
divert traffic when necessary to avoid congestion or to promote
safety and convenience, and no person having charge of a vehicle
shall refuse or neglect to stop or start or place the same as directed
by a police officer.
CHAPTER III
Traffic Signals
Section 1. Traffic Lights. Vehicles approaching the intersec-
tion of Bridge Street and North Main Street, Pleasant Street and
Main Street, Pleasant Street and State Street, State Street and War-
ren Street, shall be controlled by the traffic device commonly known
as traffic lights, and no person shall enter or cross any of said inter-
sections with any vehicle unless the face of the device toward the
way upon which such vehicle is traveling bears a green light.
CHAPTER IV
Through Ways
Section 1. Through Ways. Vehicles traveling upon the fol-
lowing named streets shall be controlled at the intersections named
by signs erected at such intersections, octagonal in shape and bear-
ing the word "Stop"; and the driver of each vehicle approaching
such intersection shall bring the vehicle to a full stop before
entering such intersection, and having stopped, may enter unless
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Section 1. Stop Intersections. Vehicles traveling upon the
following named streets, and in the direction indicated, shall be
controlled at the intersections named by signs erected at such in-
tersections, octagonal in shape and bearing the word "Stop"; and
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the driver of each vehicle approaching such intersection shall bring
the vehicle to a full stop before entering such intersection, and having
stopped, may enter unless there is another vehicle in the intersection:
Rumford Street
RESOLUTIONS 23
apparatus, or procession until all cars or trucks have passed, and
then only at a distance of 500 feet from the last car or truck.
CHAPTER VII
Section 1. Penalty. Any person violating any of the provisions
herein contained shall be fined not exceeding five dollars for the
first offense, and not exceeding twenty dollars for any subsequent
offense.
Sect. 2. Refeal. Takes Effect. All ordinances and parts
of ordinances and street traffic rules inconsistent herewith shall
be~ repealed upon these regulations becoming effective, and these
regulations shall become effective, the provisions of the Public
Laws to the contrary notwithstanding, upon a copy of the same being
recorded in the ordinance books of the City and being published once
in a newspaper printed in the City of Concord.
The foregoing resolution was duly adopted by the Police Com-
mission of the City of Concord, New Hampshire at a meeting held
August 20, 193 5.
DANIEL J SHEA,
Clerk
Copy recorded, Ordinances of City of Concord, New Hampshire,
Volume 9, Page 427. August 21, 1935.
MARGARET A. SPENCER,
Deputy City Clerk
Recorded August 21, 1935.
A true record.
Attest: ARTHUR E. ROBY,
City Clerk.
Resolution authorizing the board of water commissioners
of the city of concord, new hampshire, to file an appli-
cation to the united states of america through the
federal emergency administration of public works for
a grant to aid in financing the construction of an extra
high service system, and penacook elevated tank and de-
signating robert j. kelliher, city solicitor, as agent of
said board to furnish such information as the govern-
ment may request.
Resolved by the Board of Aldermen of the City of Concord, as
follows:
Section 1. That the Board of Water Commissioners through
Robert J. Kelliher, City Solicitor, be and hereby is authorized to
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execute and file an application on behalf of the City of Concord,
New Hampshire, to the United States of America for a grant to aid
in financing the construction of the following projects:
Construction of an Extra High
Service System and construction
of Penacook Elevated Tank, $91,500.00
Sect. 2. That the Board of Water Commissioners through
Robert J. Kelliher, City Solicitor, is hereby authorized and directed
to furnish such information as the United States of America through
the Federal Emergency Administration of Public Works may reason-
ably request in connection with the application which is herein
authorized to be filed.
Passed Sept. 3, 1935.
Resolution authorizing the issue of water works bonds to
the amount of forty-eight thousand dollars.
Resolved by the Board of Aldermen of the City of Concord, as
follows:
Section 1. That, for the purpose of acquiring land and rights
of way for the extension and development of additional high pressure
water service on Auburn, Liberty, Centre and School Streets, Ridge
Road, Westbourne Road, Minot Street, Kensington Road, Grand
View Avenue, Kent Street and the adjoining territory, and for the
erection of an elevated water tower in Ward One, known as Pena-
cook, all in the City of Concord; and for the purpose of erection
of a standpipe and buildings and the purchase, acquisition and instal-
lation of the necessary pumps, electric apparatus, machinery and all
other equipment essential or necessary for such additional high pres-
sure service and for the erection of an elevated water tower in Pena-
cook, and for the construction of such pipe lines as may be necessary
in connection with the extension of such additional high pressure
system and erection of elevated water tower in Penacook; and if
necessary, to reimburse the City Treasury for expenditures already
incurred therefore and further to be made, before this Resolution
becomes effective, there is appropriated the sum of forty-eight
thousand dollars ($48,000.00), and to meet the said appropriation
that the City of Concord borrow the sum of forty-eight thousand
dollars ($48,000.00) and give its bonds therefor. These said bonds
shall be forty-eight (48) in number and of the denomination of one
thousand dollars each, shall be dated October 1, 193 5 and shall be
RESOLUTIONS 25
made pavable to bearer, with interest coupons attached, bearing
interest at a rate not to exceed 23/2% per annum, payable semi-an-
ually on the first day of April and the first day of October in each
year. The said bonds shall become due and payable serially, four
thousand dollars ($4,000.00) to be payable on the first day of
October, 1937, and four thousand dollars ($4,000.00) annually on
the first day of October of each succeeding year until and including
the first day of October, 1948, the principal of said bonds and the
interest coupons attached shall be made payable at the National
Shawm ut Bank of Boston, Massachusetts, or at the office of the
Citji Treasurer, Concord, New Hampshire, at the option of the
holder.
Sect. 2. That the City Treasurer is hereby authorized to pro-
cure proposals for the sale of the bonds hereby authorized and
whichever bid seems to be for the best interests of the City shall
be acceped by him, provided the same is approved by the Finance
Committee of the Board. The right is reserved, however, to reject
any or all bids.
Passed SeDt. 9, 1935.
Resolution authorizing the purchase of an automobile for
the chief of the fire department.
Resolved by the Board oj Aldermen of the City of Concord, as
follows:
That a sum not to exceed one thousand dollars ($1,000) be and
hereby is appropriated out of any money in the Treasury not other-
wise appropriated for the purchase of an automobile for the Chief
of the Fire Department.
Said sum to be expended under the supervision of the Fire Board.
Passed Sept. 9, 1935.
Resolution authorizing the issue of forty-four thousand
dollars ($44,000.) in bonds for the construction of a
school building to replace the present eastman school
in east concord.
Resolved by the Board of Aldermen of the City of Concord, as
follows:
Section 1. That for the purpose of paying for the erection,
original equipment and furnishing of a school building, together
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with the grading of the lot about said building, on the school house
lot in East Concord to replace the Eastman School building, the
City borrow the sum of Forty-four thousand dollars ($44,000.) in
accordance with the request and upon the terms contained in the
vote of Union School District passed at its annual meeting held
April 17, 1935, and upon condition that the Board of Education
of Union School District shall enter into a contract with the City
in accordance with the terms of said vote. The Mavor and
Treasurer are hereby authorized and directed to enter into such
contract on behalf of the City of Concord. The said bonds shall
be fortv-four (44) in number and of the denomination of One
Thousand Dollars ($1,000.) each, shall be dated November 1,
1935 and shall be made payable to bearer with interest coupons
attached bearing interest at a rate not to exceed two and a half
(2^2%) per centum per annum, payable semi-annually on the first
day of May and the first day of November of each year. The said
bonds shall become due and payable serially, Four Thousand Dollars
($4,000.00) to be payable on the first day of November, 1936 and
Four Thousand Dollars ($4,000.) annually on the first day of
November of each succeeding year until and including the first
day of November, 1946. The principal of said bonds and the
interest coupons attached shall be made payable at the National
Shawmut Bank of Boston, Massachusetts or at the office of the City
Treasurer in Concord, New Hampshire, at the option of the holder.
Sect. 2. That the City Treasurer is hereby authorized to pro-
cure proposals for the sale of the bonds hereby authorized and
whichever bid seems to be for the best interests of the City shall
be accepted by him, provided the same is approved by the Finance
Committee of this Board. The right is reserved, however, to re-
ject any or all bids.
Passed October 7, 1935.
Resolution authorizing the mayor to execute a quit claim
deed to leonard m. quimby.
Resolved by the Board of Aldermen of the City of Concord-, as
follows:
That the Mayor be and hereby is authorized to execute to Leonard
M. Quimby a quitclaim deed to lot No. 8083 Assessors Map formerly
owned by Ira Manchester for a consideration of $50.00.
Passed Oct. 14, 1935.
RESOLUTIONS 27
Resolution appropriating twenty-seven thousand sixty-four
dollars and twenty-six cents to pay for real estate
sold to the city of concord for unpaid taxes for the
YEAR 1934.
Resolved by the Board of Aldermen of the City of Concord, as
follows:
That the sum of Twenty-seven thousand, sixty-four and 26-100
dollars ($27,064.26) be, and hereby is appropriated out of any
money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to pay the
amount due the City of Concord for Real Estate purchased at the
Tax Collectors sale, Sept. 26, 193 5 of real estate, for unpaid taxes
for the year of 1934.
Passed Oct. 14, 1935.
Resolution transferring the balances of the various sewer
bond accounts to the construction of the proposed
pleasant view avenue and plains sewers.
Resolved by the Board of Aldermen of the City of Concord, as
follows:
Section 1. That the balances from the Walker Street, Pros-
pect Street, South Street and Concord Manor Sewers be and hereby
are transferred to the construction of the proposed sewer on Pleasant
View Avenue at an approximate cost of twelve hundred and fifty
dollars ($1,250.00) and the balance to the Plains Sewer.
The said balances are as follows:
Walker Street Sewer, $914.75
Prospect Street Sewer, 411.71
South Street Sewer, 218.75
Concord Manor Sewer, 2,20 5.06
Total, $3,750.27
Sect. 2. This resolution shall take effect upon its passage.
Passed Oct. 14, 1935.
Resolution authorizing the sale of all property sold and
deeded to the city of concord for non-payment of taxes.
Resolved by the Board of Aldermen of the City of Concord, as
follozvs:
That the Committee on Lands and Buildings and the City Clerk
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be and hereby are authorized to advertise and sell at public auction
all property sold and deeded to the City of Concord for non-pay-
ment of taxes.
Passed, Oct. 14, 1935.
Resolution appropriating money to pay taxes assessed in 1934
ON resident real estate sold to the city of concord
FOR UNPAID TAXES.
Resolved by the Board of Aldermen of the City of Concord, as
follows:
Section 1. That the sum of eighty-nine hundred twenty-nine
and 79-100 dollars ($8,929.79) be, and hereby is appropriated out
of any money in the treasury not otherwise appropriated to pay taxes,
assessed in 1934 on resident real estate sold to the city for unpaid
taxes as follows:
1926 Taxes, $160.93





193 3 Taxes, 5,981.46
Sect. 2. That the City Treasurer is hereby authorized to pay to
the Collector of Taxes said amount of eighty-nine hundred twenty-
nine and 79-100 ($8,929.79).
Sect. 3. This resolution shall take effect upon its passage.
Passed Oct. 15, 1935.
Resolution appropriating money to pay taxes assessed in 1934
ON non-resident real estate sold to the city of concord
FOR UNPAID TAXES.
Resolved by the Board of Aldermen of the City of Concord, as
follozvs:
Section 1. That the sum of fifty-six and 33-100 dollars ($56.-
33) be, and hereby is, appropriated out of any money in the Treasury
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not otherwise appropriated to pay taxes assessed in 1934 on non-






Sect. 2. That the City Treasurer is hereby authorized to pay
to the Collector of Taxes said amount of fifty-six and 33-100 dollars
$56.33.
Sect. 3. This resolution shall take effect upon its passage.
Passed, Oct. 15, 1935.
Resolution accepting the offer of the united states to the
city of concord, new hampshire to aid by way of grant
in financing the construction of improvements to the
existing water works system and the purchase of land
necessary in connection therewith.
Resolved by the Board of Aldermen of the City of Concord; as
follozvs:
Section 1. That the offer of the United States of America to
the City of Concord, N. H., to aid by way of grant in financing
the construction of improvements to the existing water works sys-
tem and the purchase of land necessary in connection therewith,
a copy of which offer reads as follows:
"P. W. 42456-50
Washington, D. C.
Oct. 7, 193 5
State File No. N. H. 1042
FEDERAL EMERGENCY ADMINISTRATION OF PUBLIC
WORKS
City of Concord,
Concord, Merrimack County, N. H.
"Subject to the Rules and regulations (PWA Form No. 179,
July 22, 1935, as amended to date) which are made a part hereof,
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the United States of America hereby offers to aid in financing the
construction of improvements to the existing waterworks system and
the purchase of land necessary in connection therewith (herein called
the 'Project') by making a grant to the City of Concord in the
amount of 45 percent of the cost of the Project upon completion,,
as determined by the Federal Emergency Administrator of Public
Works, but not to exceed, in any event, the sum of $41,175.
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Fed-eral Emergency Administrator of Public Works.
By (Sgd.) Horatio B. Hackett
Assistant Administrator"
be accepted.
Sect. 2. That said City of Concord agrees to abide by all
rules and regulations relating to such grant, a copy of which rules
and regulations is annexed to the Government's offer and made a
part thereof.
Sect. 3. That Arthur E. Roby, City Clerk, be and hereby is
authorized and directed forthwith to send to the Federal Emer-
gency Administration of Public Works three certified copies of this
resolution and three certified copies of the proceedings of this board
in connection with the adoption of this resolution, and such further
documents or proofs in connection with the acceptance of said offer
as may be requested by the Federal Emergency Administration of
Public Works.
Passed Oct. 15, 1935.
Resolution relating to the sale of forty-four thousand
dollars city of concord union school district bonds.
Resohed by the Board of Aldermen of the City of Concord, as
follows:
That the sale of Forty-four Thousand Dollars ($44,000.) City
of Concord Union School District Bonds, authorized under the
vote of the Union School District, passed April 17, 1935, and the
resolution of the Board of Aldermen adopted October 7, 1935,
bearing 2 1/^ per cent interest, to the National Shawmut Bank of
Boston, at par and accrued interest, is hereby confirmed.
Passed Nov. 12, 1935.
RESOLUTIONS 3 1
Resolved in relation to the chandler school building.
Resolved by the Board of Aldermen of the City of Concord, as
follows:
Section 1. That the City of Concord relinquish to the Union
School District the use of the Chandler School Building for re-
creational purposes as was received by a resolution passed by the
Board of Aldermen, March 10, 1930.
'
Sect. 2. That the City Clerk be authorized to send a copy
of this resolution to any tenants triat may now occupy the building.
Sect. 3. That this resolution shall take effect as of Dec. 1, 1935.
Passed Nov. 12, 1935.
Resolution authorizing the city clerk to transfer income
from the state of new hampshire.
Resolved by the Board of Aldermen of the City of Concord, as
.follows:
That the City Clerk be and hereby is authorized to transfer to
the following appropriations income from the State of New Hamp-
shire amounting to $19,487.24 which was received from the State
of New Hampshire for the months of May, June, July, August and
September account of relief expenditures:
To City Poor Acct., $14,651.38
To City Soldier Acct., 4,835.86
$19,487.24
Passed Nov. 12, 1935.
Resolution authorizing the issue of serial bonds to the
amount of fifty thousand dollars ($50,000.) for the
purpose of making public improvements of a permanent
NATURE.
Resolved by the Board of Aldermen of the City of Concord, as
follows:
Section 1. That for the purpose of paying for the Citv of
Concord, New Hampshire's share of the expense of public im-
provement projects approved by the Works Progress Administration
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of the United States of America, of a permanent nature, there is
appropriated the sum of Fifty Thousand Dollars ($5 0,000.) and
to meet the said appropriation that the City of Concord borrow
the sum of Fifty Thousand Dollars ($50,000.) and give its bonds
therefor. These bonds shall be fifty (50) in number and of the
denomination of One Thousand Dollars ($1,000.) each, shall be
dated December 2, 193 5 and shall be made payable to bearer, with
interest coupons attached bearing interest at a rate not to exceed
2j/2% per annum, payable semi-annually on the first day of June
and the first day of December in each year. The said bonds shall
become due and payable serially, Ten Thousand Dollars ($10,000.)
to be payable on the first day of December, 1936, and Ten Thousand
Dollars ($10,000.) annually on the first day of December of each
succeeding year until and including the first day of December,
1940. The principal of said bonds and the interest coupons at-
tached shall be made payable at the National Shawmut Bank of
Boston, Massachusetts or at the office of the City Treasurer of
Concord, New Hampshire, at the option of the holder.
Sect. 2. The City Treasurer is hereby authorized to secure
proposals for the sale of the bonds hereby authorized, and which-
ever bid seems to be for the best interest of the City shall be ac-
cepted by him, provided the same is approved by the finance com-
mittee of the Board. The right shall be reserved, however, to
reject any or all bids.
Sect. 3. The appropriation provided for in Section 1 of this
Resolution shall be expended under the direction and supervision
of the Special Committee on Work Relief Projects.
Sect. 4. This resolution shall take effect upon its passage.
Passed Dec. 9, 1935.
Resolution relating to the sale of fifty thousand dollars
city of concord public improvement bonds.
Resolved by the Board of Aldermen of the City of Concord, as
follows:
The act of the City Treasurer in the sale of Fifty Thousand
($50,000.00) Dollars City of Concord Public Improvement Bonds,
authorized by Resolution of the Board of Aldermen adopted De-
cember 9, 1935, bearing 1^4 per cent interest, to the National
Shawmut Bank of Boston, at par and accrued interest plus five
dollars premium, is hereby confirmed and approved.
Passed Dec. 17, 1935.
RESOLUTIONS 33
Resolution donating the sum of twenty-five dollars out
of the income from the david osgood trust.
Resolved by the Board of Aldermen of the City of Concord, as
follows:
Section 1. That the sum of twenty-five dollars ($25.00) be
hereby donated out of the income from the David Osgood Trust
to the poor children of the French Parochial School who are in-
habitants of the City of Concord, for the purpose of buying school
books for said children.
Sect. 2. That said sum of twenty-fiye dollars ($25.00) be
paid to and expended under the direction of the principal of said
school.
Sect. 3. This resolution shall take effect upon its passage.
Passed Dec. 30, 1935.
Resolution in relation to a winter carnival.
Resolved by the Board of Aldermen of the City of Concord, as
follows:
That the Committee on Playgrounds be and hereby are authorized
to promote a Winter Carnival to be held January 25 and 26, 1936,
at an expense not exceeding the sum of One Hundred Fifty Dollars,
the same to be taken from the appropriation for 1936, Playgrounds
and Bath.
Passed January 13, 1936.
Resolution appropriating money for deficits in the several
departments.
Resolved by the Board of Aldermen of the City of Concord, as
follows:
Section 1. That the sum of fourteen thousand seven hundred
and thirty-three and 36-100 dollars ($14,733.36) be, and hereby
is appropriated out of any money in the treasury not otherwise ap-
propriated, to pay outstanding claims as follows:
City Solicitor, $3.01
Interest, Notes and Bonds, 10.00
Printing and Stationery, 113.37
Roads and Bridges, 13,968.89
Refuse Collection, 638.09
$14,733.36
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Sect. 2. That there be transferred to the appropriation for Fire
Department for the year 193 5, the sum of five hundred forty-one
and 27-100 dollars ($541.27), the same being the earnings of this
department.
Sect. 3. That there be transferred to the appropriation for
Tax Collector for the year 193 5, the sum of two hundred eighty-two
and 11-100 dollars ($282.11), the same being the earnings of this
department.
Sect. 4. That there be transferred to the appropriation for
Roads and Bridges for the year 1935, the sum of twelve thousand
eight hundred forty-one and 07-100 dollars ($12,841.07), the
same being the earnings of this department.
Sect. 5. That there be transferred to the appropriation for
Sewers for the year 1935, the sum of fifteen hundred ninety-nine and
52-100 dollars ($1,599.52), the same being the earnings of this
department.
Sect. 6. That there be transferred to the appropriation for
Trees for the year 1935, the sum of eight and 21-100 dollars
($8.21), the same being the earnings of this department.
Sect. 7 That there be transferred to the appropriation for En-
gineering Department for the year 1935, the sum of two hundred
ninety-three and 75-100 dollars ($293.75), the same being the
earnings of this department.
Sect. 8. That there be transferred to the appropriation for Re-
creation Commission for the year 1935, the sum of thirty-one hun-
dred thirty-nine and 50-100 dollars ($3,139.50), the same being
the earnings of this department.
Sect. 9. That there be transferred to the appropriation for
City Hall and Auditorium for the year 1935, the sum of one hun-
dred nineteen and 07-100 dollars ($119.07), the same being the
earnings of this department.
Sect. 10. That there be transferred to the appropriation for
Relief Gardens for the year 193 5, the sum of four hundred twenty-
five and 56-100 dollars ($425.56), the same being the earnings
of this department.
Sect. 1 1 . That there be transferred to the appropriation for
Public Library for the year 1935, the sum of six hundred twenty-
four and 16-100 dollars ($624.16) representing fines and refund;
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Eight hundred forty dollars ($840.00) representing rent of the
battery station and thirty-five hundred twenty-nine dollars ($3,-
529.00) fire insurance on the White property.
Sect. 12. That there be transferred to the appropriation for City
Poor the sum of twenty-nine hundred eighty-two and 16-100
dollars ($2,982.16), and to the appropriation for City Soldiers the
sum of ten hundred eighty-four and 31-100 dollars ($1,084.31)
both from the amount of forty-five hundred ninety-one and 50-100
dollars ($4,591.50) . which was received from the State of New
Hampshire as reimbursement for the month of October.
Sect. 13. The resolution shall take effect upon its passage.
Passed, January 13, 1936.
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CITY GOVERNMENT, 1935
Mayor and Chairman, Board of Public Works
HON. JOHN W. STORRS
Office, City Hall
Salary, $2,000 per annum
Aldermen-at-Large and Members Board of Public
Works
Salary, $200 per annum, plus $10 per annum to each member of
Committee on Acsounts and Claims
Term Expires, January, 1936
WILLIAM L. STEVENS, 78 School St.
GEORGE H. CORBETT, 12 Thompson St.
CLARENCE I. TEBBETTS, East Concord, N. H.
Term Expires, January, 1938
CHARLES J. McKEE, 7 Badger St.
ARTHUR F. STURTEVANT, 60 So. State St.
EDWARD B. HASKELL, 10 Jackson St.
WARD ALDERMEN
Salary, $75 per annum, plus $10 per annum to each member of
Committee on Accounts and Claims
Ward 1—CHARLES P. COAKLEY, Penacook
Ward 2—HAROLD D. MERRILL, E. Concord
Ward 3—HARRY C. ANDERSON, 44 No. State St.
Ward 4—JOHN T. PROWSE, 65 High St.
Ward 5—IRVING H. HAMMOND, 88 School St.
Ward 6—CLARENCE L. CLARK, 71 South St.
Ward 7—*W. ERNEST FARRAND, 53 Hall St.
Ward 7—**GEORGE W. WILDE, 220 Pleasant St.
Ward 8—SIMEON SHARAF, 98 No. Main St.
Ward 9—TIMOTHY J. SULLIVAN,
166 Rumford St.
'Resigned.
''Elected to fill vacancy.
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Standing Committees of the Board of Aldermen
On Accounts and Claims
—
Aldermen Corbett, Haskell, Hammond, Clark
On Bills, Second Reading
—
Aldermen Stevens, Sturtevant, Anderson, Merrill
On Elections and Returns
Alderman Sharaf, Corbett, Sullivan, Wilde
On Engrossed Ordinances
Aldermen Sturtevant, Merrill, Sharaf, Sullivan
On Finance
—
Mayor, Aldermen Stevens, McKee, Haskell, Corbett
On Fire Department
—
Aldermen Tibbetts, Anderson, Clark, Coakley
On Lands and Buildings
Aldermen Haskell, McKee, Anderson, Coakley
On Police and License
—
Aldermen Hammond, Wilde, Sturtevant, Prowse
Committee on Playgrounds and Bath
—
Aldermen Prowse, Sullivan, Tebbetts, Merrill, Sha-
raf, Coakley, Wilde, Anderson, Mrs. Bertha A.
Chase, Mrs. Maud N. Blackwood, Mrs. Elizabeth
R. Elkins, Miss Margaret Challis, Mrs. Kathleen
Mullen, Mrs. H. C. Kittredge
On Public Instruction
—
Aldermen Sturtevant, Haskell, Sharaf, Clark


































Dr. Walter C. Rowe
Dr. Elmer U. Sargent














Superintendent of Cemeteries 2,600
City Clerk 2,250
Registrar of Vital Statistics None
Clerk of Board of Public Works 200
Overseer of the Poor, Wards 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 500
Deputy City Clerk 1,750
Overseer of the Poor, Ward 1 350
Overseer of the Poor, Ward 2 25
City Solicitor 1,000
Superintendent of City Clocks 85
} Superintendent of City Clocks, Penacook 25
Culler of Staves Fees
Commissioner of Public Works 3,000
Building Inspector, ex-offieio None
Fence Viewer ~|
Fence Viewer j- $2 per day, paid by parties interested
i
Fence Viewer
Chief, Fire Department 2,600
Board of Hydrant Commissioners None
Board of Hydrant Commissioners None




Mayor, ex-officio, Chairman. Building Inspector,




Superintendent of Parks 1,800
Inspector of Petroleum Fees
City Physician 1,000
Assistant City Physician 200
Chief, Police Department 2,600
Chief, Police Department 2,600
Assistant Chief, Police Department 2,400
Captain, Police Department 2,000
Sanitary Officer 2,000
*Died January 31, 1935.
§ Elected to fill vacancy.
JDied March 23, 1935.
**Appointed to fill vacancy.
'Resigned January, 1935.



















Superintendent of Water Works
Judge, Municipal Court













All salaries in excess of $1,500 subject to 5<yr cut from April 15, 1935 to
April 15, 1936.
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CEMETERY COMMISSION
Two members appointed in March for three-year term by Mayor subject to
confirmation by Board of Aldermen. Salary, none.
John W. Storrs, ex-officio, Chairman
Herbert G. Abbot, Term expires 1936
Harry G. Emmons, " " 1936
Fred W. Lang, Clerk, " " 1937
Charles L. Jackman,* " " 1937
Claude H. Swain/* " "
Harold H. Blake, " " 1938
Allen Hollis, " a 1938
*Resigned
**Appointed June 10, 1935
UNDERTAKERS
Appointed biennially in January by Mayor subject to confirmation by












Appointed biennially in January by Mayor subject to confirmation by
Board of Aldermen Salary, none.
Ward 1
—
Fred M. Dodge, Term exp
" 2 Mrs. Armine Ingham,
" 3 Levin J. Chase,
" 4 Willis D. Thompson, Jr.,
" 5 Edward A. Dame,
" 6 Oliver Jenkins,
" 7 Henry B. Cannon,
" 8 Perley B. Phillips,











BOARD OF EXAMINERS OF PLUMBERS
Appointed annually in April by Mayor Salary, nonee.
Walter C. Rowe, M.D.
Fred W. Lang, ex-officio, Clerk
Arthur W. Brown, Term expires 1936
BOARD OF HEALTH
Appointed biennially in January by Mayor subject to confirmation by
Board of Aldermen Salary, none.
John W. Storrs, Mayor, ex-officio
Dr. W. C. Rowe, ex-officio,




Two appointed annually in March for four-year term by Board of
Aldermen. Salary, none.




Burns P. Hodgman, Clerk,
Dr. James W. Jameson,
H. H. Dudley, President,
B. H. Orr,
Gardner Tilton,









TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUNDS
One appointed by Mayor annually in January for three-year term subject








Two appointed in January for three-year term subject to confirmation
of Board of Aldermen.




Dr. Robert J. Graves,
Gardner G. Emmons,
Charles L. Jackman, Clerk,*
Mrs. Robert C. Murchie,**








Appointed in April for a term of three years by Mayor subject to confirmation
by Board of Aldermen. Salary, none.
John W. Storrs, Mayor, ex-oficio
Dr. C. R. Metcalf,
Leigh S. Hall,
Gardner G. Emmons, Clerk,
J. M. Ahern, Chairman,
k Resigned











GRENVILLE T. DODGE, Clerk
43
Supervisors




E. M. SABEN, Clerk
Ward 3—ARTHUR F. HENRY, Moderator
JOHN N. ENGEL,
EVA FARNUM,
OMAR E. F. EKSTROM,
HOWARD P. BLANCHARD, Clerk
Supervisors




W. C. BRUNEL, Clerk
Supervisors




*FRED E. SPENCER, Clerk
**ARTHUR W. PROUD
Supervisors
*Died July 30, 1935.
'*Elected to fill vacancy.
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Ward 6—ARTHUR E. BEAN, Moderator
C. DUNCAN,
E. W. SALTMARSH, Supervisors
W. A. STEVENS,
GUY JEWETT, Clerk
Ward 7—ALLEN N. FREEMAN, Moderator
H. M. FARRAR,
R. S. SIBLEY, [Supervisors
L. D. CILLEY,
G. B. WHITTREDGE, Clerk










EARLE W. GAIGE, Clerk
BALLOT INSPECTORS








*Died October 26, 1935.
**Elected to fill vacancy.
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Moderators and Ward Clerks, $40.00
Supervisors—Wards 1, 2, 3, 8, 9, 40.00
Supervisors—Wards 4, 5, 6, 7, 50.00
Per Diem
Ballot Inspectors, $8.00
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MAYORS OF THE CITY OF CONCORD
The original charter of the city was adopted by the inhabitants March 10 t
1853, and until 1880 the Mayor has been elected for two years, at each
biennial election in November. Under the City Charter, adopted May 11, 1909,
the Mayor was elected, in December, 1910, for one year, and biennially there-
after in November beginning in the year 1911.
Hon. JOSEPH LOW, 1853-'54
" RUFUS CLEMENTS,* J55
" JOHN ABBOTT, 1856-'57-'58
" MOSES T. WILLARD, 1859-'60
" MOSES HUMPREY, 1861-'62
" BENJAMIN F. GALE, 1863-'64
" MOSES HUMPHREY, '65
" JOHN ABBOTT, 1866-'67
" LYMAN D. STEVENS, 1868-'69
ABRAHAM G. JONES, 1870-'71
JOHN KIMBALL, 1872-'73-'74-'75
GEORGE A. PILLSBURY, 1876-'77
HORACE A. BROWN,f 1 878-'79-'80
GEORGE A. CUMMINGS,$ 1880-'81-'82
EDGAR H. WOODMAN, 1883-'84-'85-'86
JOHN E. ROBERTSON, 1887-'88
STILLMAN HUMPHREY, 1889-'90
HENRY W. CLAPP, 1891 -'92
" PARSONS B. COGSWELL, 1893-'94
" HENRY ROBINSON, 1985-'96
" ALBERT B. WOODWORTH, 1897-'98
" NATHANIEL MARTIN, 1899-1900
" HARRY G. SARGENT, 1901-'02
" CHARLES R. CORNING, 1903-'08
" CHARLES
J. FRENCH, 1909-' 15
" NATHANIEL W. HOBBS, 1 9 1 6-' 1
7
*Died in office, January 13, 1856.
tTerm closed in November, 1880.
ITerm commenced in November, 1880.
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Hon. CHARLES J. FRENCH, 191 8-' 19
HENRY E. CHAMBERLIN, 1920-'23
WILLIS H. FLINT, 1924-'25
FRED N. MARDEN* 1926-'27
OLIN H. CHASE,f 1928-
ROBERT W. BROWN,** 1928-'33
JOHN W. STORRS, 1 934-'
*Died in office, November 23, 1927.
tDied in office, December 8, 1928.
^Elected to fill vacancy, December 12, 1928.
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WATER DEPARTMENT, 1935
Board of Water Commissioners
JOHN W. STORRS, Mayor, ex-officio
BENJAMIN H. ORR, to March 31
GARDNER TILTON, to March 3
1
HARRY H. DUDLEY, to March 3
DR. JAMES W. JAMESON, to March 3
BURNS P. HODGMAN, to March 3
HENRY P. CALLAHAN, to March 3
FRANK P. QUIMBY, to March 3
RICHARD S. ROLFE, to March 3
HARRY H. DUDLEY, President


















REPORT OF THE BOARD OF WATER
COMMISSIONERS
To the Honorable Mayor and Board of Aldermen:
The Board of Water Commissioners early in the
spring of 1935, with the help of Superintendent San-
ders and with the survey and plans made by Metcalf &
Eddy, decided to provide and install an extra high
service for the area at the West End, so-called, between
Auburn, Liberty, School and Center Streets to Kensing-
ton Road, Grand View Avenue, Minot Street, Kent
Street, Ridge Road and Westbourne Road. For some
time the Board had felt that this section of the City
needed better fire protection.
The Board also concluded that if the central part of
the City was better protected with the extra high service,
Penacook also should be provided with an extra high
service for better fire protection.
The Boston engineers, Metcalf & Eddy, and our
Superintendent, presented a plan that was adopted
unanimously by the Board. The plan as adopted pro-
vided for the erection of a 250,000 gallon stand-pipe
on the height of land on the extension of Auburn Street,
known as the Long Pond road, the building of a brick
automatic pumping station on Columbus Avenue and
the erection of a 250,000 gallon water tower on South
Main Street in Penacook.
To complete the two extra high services it means the
laying of a large amount, about 6000 feet, of 12 inch
cement lined cast iron pipe. Estimated cost of the work
planned was $91,500 and the City was able to receive
from Federal sources and through the PWA 45% of
the cost, the City to furnish the balance. In this con-
nection, the City sold their bonds bearing 2^>% interest
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at a small premium. The principal and interest on the
bonds will be paid out of the income received from the
water takers as they become due year by year.
The Concord Water System is self-supporting and
has been able to make the substantial improvements to
the system during the last few years without increase
in water rates.
Part of the work as planned, our Superintendent was
able to do last fall. The rest of the work will be com-
pleted by another August. Those unemployed and on
relief are given jobs on the work as far as possible, which
is of some help to the City at this time when so many
are on relief. With the present work completed of
the extra high service, the Board feel that the City has
as complete, efficient and healthful water supply as any
City in New England.
The financial statement for the year shows all ac-
counts paid and a balance carried forward January 1,
1936 of $39,290.27.
Respectfully submitted,





REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT
To the Board of Water Commissioners:
I herewith present to you the sixty-fourth annual re-
port of the operations of this Department:
Receipts
For water from consumers at
fixed rates, $6,058.35
For water from consumers at
meter rates, 95,441.19
For water from consumers,
1934 account, 612.01
From delinquents, 339.91
For water for building pur-
poses, 190.00
For pipe and stock sold and
labor, 1,564.25
For old brass and iron, 25.09
For rent of land, 160.00
Reimbursement of compensa-
tion wages paid, 93.47
Refund on insurance premium, 1 5.83
For shutting off and turning
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Expenditures
MAINTENANCE ACCOUNT
General care and maintenance:
Salaries and labor, $16,967.22
Automobile account, 2,027.96
Supplies and repairs, 2,394.68
Incidental expenses, 681.57
Office expenses,
Care and repair of hydrants,


































Final payment on Sanders Pump-
ing Station, $684.18
Total expenditures for 1935, $60,383.77




Shawmut Street, East Concord, 2,477 feet, extended
east. Depot Street, City, 258 feet replacing 4-inch
discontinued.
6-inch:
Pleasant View Avenue, 520 feet, from Pleasant
Street, north. Bridge Street, extended east 146 feet,
replacing 2-inch pipe.
2-inch:
Iron Works Road, 1 1 feet, extended west.
1 -inch
:
Endquest Street, 273 feet, from Prescott Street.
On hydrant branches, 111 feet of 6-inch ; 6 feet of
4-inch discontinued.
Twelve new gates were set, two 8-inch and ten 6-inch
;
two 4-inch gates discontinued.
Eight new hydrants have been set:
Shawmut Street, East Concord, north west cor-
ner of Cemetery Street.
Shawmut Street, East Concord, north side, at
Chamberlin's.
Shawmut Street, East Concord, north side, at
Davis'.
Shawmut Street, East Concord, south side, at
Moody's.
School Street, north side, opposite Dr. Jameson's.
School Street, west side, at Thorndike Street.
Wyman Street, north side, at Wyman Avenue.
Pleasant View Avenue, west side, 500 feet north
from Pleasant Street.
Two hydrants have been replaced by new ones.
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Fifty-one new services have been laid consisting of
1,007 feet of ^4 -inch, 126 feet of 1-inch, and 231 feet
of 2-inch pipe j of these 6 were relocations of old ser-
vices. We have also added four 6-inch sprinkler ser-
vices, two for Merrimack Farmers Exchange, Inc.,
and one each for Concord Electric Company and A. P.
Fitch Company.
Eight services have been discontinued ; total length
of service pipe laid 1,364 feet; total length discontinued
112 feet; net increase of 47 services and 1,252 feet
of pipe.
Fifty-four services were relaid and curb valves were
placed on 12 old services.
Sixty-two new meters were set and 4 have been dis-
continued.
It has not been necessary to operate the Sanders pump-
ing station except for testing the pumps on account of
the continued high water level in Penacook Lake, the
mean height of which was 183.556, .28 foot higher than
1934.
The schedule of pipe laid, hydrants set, services laid
and meters set gives in detail the work of the year.
In 1927, studies were made and a report was sub-
mitted by Metcalf and Eddy to the Board of Water
Commissioners on improvements to the water system
of the city. They recommended as a result of their
investigations that an auxiliary source of water supply
be built to provide at least 1,500,000 gallons of water
daily; plans were submitted for the extension of the
mains to Concord Heights and East Concord and for
additional high service for Auburn Street from School
Street north, and the adjacent district west of Auburn
Street to Grand View Avenue and north of Pleasant
Street.
A further recommendation was made in 1933 by the
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National Board of Fire Underwriters that a 250,000
gallon elevated water tower be erected in Penacook
to provide larger fire flows.
The auxiliary supply has been built and service has
been extended to Concord Heights and East Concord.
With the completion of this part of the program, it
was decided this year to provide for an extra high ser-
vice area and build the water tower in Penacook, work
to be commenced as soon as possible.
The plans call for an automatic pumping station to
be built on Columbus Avenue about 350 feet north from
Auburn Street, laying 6,065 feet of 12-inch cement
lined cast iron pipe, the erection of a 250,000 gallon
standpipe and a 250,000 gallon water tower in Pena-
cook.
The pumping station is one story in height 20'x 24'
and built of brick. The equipment will consist of two
electrically driven centrifugal pumps, each with a ca-
pacity of 300 gallons per minute and to be automatic
in operation.
The standpipe will be 38 feet in diameter, 30 feet
high and the water level will be 84 feet higher than the
level in the reservoir. Work was started on pipe laying
October 28 and continued until December 31 when
operations were suspended for the winter.
The 250,000 gallon elevated water tower in Pena-
cook will be located approximately 300 feet west of
South Main Street, adjacent to and south of the Catholic
Cemetery.
The estimated cost of the total project is $91,500.
Application for a PWA grant was made by the City
for 4-5%, of $91,500, amounting to $41,175.00 and this
amount was allotted for the project. All work has
been done, materials bought and contracts awarded
according to the Rules and Regulations of the P. W. A.
The pipe laying is being done by force account. The
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contract for the tank and tower was let to the Chicago
Bridge and Iron Works, for $23,900 ; for the pumping
station, tank and tower foundations, to L. H. Shattuck,
Inc., for $10,702. The pumping station equipment
was let to F. A. Mazzur Company, for $1,594.00.
Following is financial statement to December 31,
1935:
WATER WORKS P. W. A. PROJECT,














In presenting this, my twenty-ninth annual report of
the operations of the Water Works, I would again ex-
press my appreciation of the continued support and





Record of Electric Pumps at North State Street
Station for 1935
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CITY TREASURER'S CONDENSED STATE-
MENT OF WATER WORKS ACCOUNT
Carl H. Foster, City Treasurer
RECEIPTS
Balance on hand, January 1,
1935, $27,774.87






Interest on bonds, 9,720.00
Balance on hand, January 1,
1936, 39,290.27
$ 1 32,274.68
WATER WORKS CONSTRUCTION BOND
ACCOUNT
RECEIPTS
$48,000 2]/2% bonds dated









For the Year Ending December 31, 1935
CONCORD WATER WORKS
CITY OF CONCORD,- COUNTY OF MERRIMACK, STATE OF
NEW HAMPSHIRE
GENERAL STATISTICS
Population by census of 1930, 25,228.
Date of construction, 1872 and 1931.
By whom owned, City of Concord.
Sources of supply, Penacook Lake and driven wells in
Pembroke.
Mode of supply, gravity, also pumping to reservoir for
high service and fire protection.
PUMPING
North State St. Pumping Station
electric pumps
One Worthington 8 ", single stage centrifugal pump,
capacitv 3,800,000 gallons per 24 hours. Motor,
G. E., 100 H. P., A. C.
One DeLaval 8", single stage centrifugal pump, ca-
pacity 3,600,000 gallons per 24 hours. Motor, G.
E., 100 H. P., A. C.
Power: alternating, 3-phase, 60 cycles, 2,200 volts,
1,740 R. P. M.
K. W. H. used for year, 209,640.
Total pumpage by Venturi meter, 417,978,000 gallons.
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Average static head against which pump works, 90 feet.
Average dynamic head against which pump works,
115.2 feet.
Sanders Pumping Station, Well Supply
Two 2-stage Morris electrically operated centrifugal
pumps, direct connected 125 H. P. Westinghouse
motors j capacity each 1,600,000 gallons per 24 hours.
One 3 -stage Morris gasoline driven centrifugal pump
operated by 175 H. P. Dolphin, C, 6-cylinder in-
ternal combustion engine, 1,200 R. P. M.- capacity,
1,600,000 gallons per 24 hours.
Power: alternating 3-phase, 60 cycles, 2,200 volts, 1,740
R. P. M.
Total pumpage by Venturi meter, 7,105,600 gallons.
Average dynamic head against which pump works, 288
feet.
Average suction lift, 15.5 feet.
Total head against which pump works, 303.5 feet.
Average static head against which pump works, 207.4
feet.
DISTRIBUTING SYSTEM
Kind of pipe—cast iron and cement-lined.
Sizes—four-inch to twenty-four inch.
Extended—3,248 feet during year.
Relaid—264 feet during year.
Discontinued— feet during year.
Total now in use, 459,192 feet, or 86.86 miles.
Sizes—two-inch and less.
Extended—466 feet during year.
Relaid— feet during year.
Discontinued— 146 feet during year.
Total now in use—32,534 feet, or 6.16 miles.
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Number of hydrants added during year—public, 8.
Number of hydrants now in use—public, 609 ; private,
112.
Number of stop gates added during year— 10.
Number of stop gates now in use— 1310.
Number of blow-off gates—76.
Range of pressure on mains at center of city—88 pounds
high service and 48 pounds low service.
Services




Total now in use— 116,177 feet.
Number of service taps added during year
—
55.
Number of service taps discontinued— 8.
Number now in use—4,869.
Average length of service—23.80 feet.
Number of meters added during year—58.
Number now in use—4,051.
Percentage of services metered—83.18.
Percentage of receipts from metered water—93.79.
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STATISTICS OF CONSUMPTION OF WATER
1. Estimated total population at date, 25,228.
2. Estimated population on lines of pipe, 24,000.
3. Estimated population supplied, 24,000.
4. Total consumption for year, 947,974,600 gallons.
5. Amount supplied by gravity, 522,846,000 gallons.
6. Amount supplied by pumping, 425,128,600 gal-
lons.
7. Average daily consumption, 2,597,240 gallons.
8. Average daily use per service, 533 gallons.
9. Gallons per day each consumer, 108 gallons.
10. Amount of chlorine used, 2,500 pounds.
11. Amount of chlorine per 1,000,000 gallons, 2.66
pounds.
Cost of supply water per 1,000,000 gallons figured
on total operating and maintenance cost, $50.94.
Cost of supplying water per 1,000,000 gallons fig-
ured on total operating and maintenance cost,
and bonds and interest paid, $84.40.






To the Board of Mayor and Aldermen:
In accordance with the requirements of the city ordi-
nance, I herewith submit for your consideration the
report of the Fire Department for the year 1935.
The Department responded to 555 alarms.
Bells Stills Alarms
65 490 555
The number of alarms exceeded those of the previous
year by seventy, and the loss was greater, due principally
to fires in business blocks and church buildings.
The apparatus, in the main, is in good condition.
Engine No. 1, the oldest pumper in the service, was
overhauled and modernized, and will give good ser-
vice for a number of years.
Two trucks should be rebuilt and equipped with
pumps.
All repairs and maintenance is done in the Depart-
ment shop.
I urgently recommend an Aerial truck be purchased,
as our ladder equipment is inadequate.
The Fire Alarm System is in good condition. One
mile of aerial cable was installed in the Penacook dis-
trict during this year, and I recommend an additional
amount be installed this coming year, which will elimi-
nate all open wiring in this district.
Four public, and two private boxes were added to
the system this year.
All hose was tested, and but a small amount was re-
jected and turned over to other departments. One
thousand feet of new hose should be purchased this
coming year for replacement.
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Fire prevention has been carried on by the perma-
nent force. There was four thousand six hundred
twenty-five inspections made. Results of this work have
proved highly satisfactory.
I wish to thank the citizens for co-operating with the
fire inspectors.
For the support and co-operation of your board, and









Seventeen thousand seven hundred fifty feet of cot-
ton jacketed rubber lined hose. Twenty-one hundred
feet of three-quarter inch booster hose.
There are twenty-one permanent men, and one hun-





Died September 24, 1935
REPORT OF POLICE DEPARTMENT
First Annual Report of the Chief of Police
Concord, N. H., January 1st, 1936.
To the Members of the Board of Mayor and Aldermen,
and the Alembers of the Police Commission
Gentlemen: I respectfully submit my first report
of the Police Department, for the year ending Decem-
ber 31st, 1935.
ROSTER
Victor I. Moore, Chief of Police
J. Edward Silva, Deputy Chief
Arthur W. Mclsaac, Captain
Samuel Rodd, Sergeant
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Keeping Gambling House
POLICE DEPARTMENT 79
Persons found ill on street 1
Persons Investigated 5
Persons Police asked to locate 7
Police boxes out of order 3
Police cars used for accident and sick persons 29
Runaways reported to this office 1
3
Stray animals reported 3
Vacant houses and buildings watched 8






GEORGE A. S. KIMBALL
Appointed Chief of Police
July 1st, 1909
Died March 23rd, 1935
Age, 75
REPORT OF THE ENGINEERING
DEPARTMENT
Concord, N. H., December 31, 1935.
To the Board of Public Works:
Gentlemen:
The following is the yearly report of the various







An itemized account of all work done and expendi-
tures is kept on a card system, which we shall be pleased
to show and explain to all interested parties.
Sixty-six plans and 2,966 prints were made; 12,-
500 feet of grade stakes were set; 492 transfers of
property were recorded; 0.135 miles of streets were
laid as follows: Greenwich Street 103.54 feet; Davis
Street, 513.50 feet; Endquest Street 273.54 feet; Pleas-
ant View Avenue 473.45 feet, bringing- the total mile-
age of roads and streets in the corporate limits to 183.-
342 miles.
The deed book of Blossom Hill Cemetery showing
transfers of lots was brought up to January 1, 1936.
This has been one of the busiest working years since
I have been employed and credit should be given to
Edward E. Beane, engineer, who on August 1, 1935,
was made Deputy Engineering Commissioner, C. Fred
Moulton, draftsman and transitman, S. Frances Rich-
ardson, chief clerk, and Frank S. Merrill, accountant,
all of whom have rendered valuable service to the city.





8 ft. of 12" Akron
708 " " 18" "
2,540 " " 24" "
Snozv Street
650 ft. of 24" Akron
Sezvalls Falls Rd.
36 ft. of 24" Iron
792 " " 18" Akron
12 " " 18" Iron
839 " " 24" Akron
Bean Street
5 ft. of 20" Akron
Mitchell Street
8 ft. of 10" Akron
Chapman Street
8 ft. of 10" Akron
Randlett Street
250 ft. of 24" Akron




1,636 ft. of 24" Akron
1,714 " " 15" "
Prescott Street
580 ft. of 10" Akron
Ormond Street
370 " " 12" "
422 " " 10" "
Grover Street
639 ft. of 24" Akron
No. Pembroke Rd.
1,420 ft. of 12" Akron
774 " " 15" "
694 " " 18" "
Canterbury Road
308 ft. of 15" Akron
Robinson Street
472 ft. of 12" Akron
Grant Street
1,066 ft. of 12" Akron
Greeley Street
1,068 ft. of 12" Akron
So. Pembroke Rd.
1,5 37 ft. of 18" Akron
Lawrence Street
1,190 ft. of 12" Akron
Weston Street
500 ft. of 12" Akron
47 manholes and 96 catchbasins were built.
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Table garbage is collected by contract with Bert Holt
having the contract to collect in the city proper at a
yearly price of $4,000.00. This contract expires De-
cember 31, 1937.
Fred Loranger has the contract for collecting in
West Concord until June 6, 1936 at a price of $250.00
per year. He also has the contract to collect in Pena-
cook until August 1, 1936 at a price of $360.00 per
year. No appropriation was made for collection in
West Concord and the cost was borne by the Roads
and Bridges appropriation.
Bridges and Culverts
The bridge at Hardy Brook, Elm Street, Penacook,
was removed and a 48" cement concrete culvert with
broken range head walls was built.
Fifteen culverts were rebuilt and one new one in-
stalled.
Fences
Guard rails were repaired and new ones installed as
time would permit. There are several hundred feet
yet to be built to conform with existing laws. A cable
fence was built along the Contoocook River from the
Bog Road east and at the end of the Federal Bridge
on east side of road at East Concord.
Snow Plowing and Snow Removal
In January 38 inches of snow fell which required
14 plowings. We hired 21 plows in addition to our
five, and 68 extra men. Sidewalks were plowed 17
times.
In February 12 inches of snow fell which required
five plowings. We hired 19 plows in addition to our
five, and 28 extra men.
Sidewalks were plowed seven times.
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In March five inches of snow fell and was cared for
by our own forces. Sidewalks were plowed twice.
On January 12 trucks were hired to help remove
snow.
On February 7 trucks were hired to help remove
snow.
We had eight hard drifting storms that required
extra men and plowing was' very difficult. We were
handicapped as our first drifting storm came on January
1 and our heavy plows did not arrive here until Jan-
uary 2, when they were immediately put to work on
the outside roads. Every effort was made to hire out-
side plows, but without success.
Buildings
During the summer the long wood shed has been
repaired, cement floor laid, and when partitions are in-
stalled we shall have ten separate fire-resisting stalls
for trucks.
All of the other buildings are in good repair with
the exception of the blacksmith shop.
A machine shop should be built in the rear of the
north end of the present garage. When this is done
we shall have five more stalls for trucks.
Cleaning Streets
The motor driven flusher and four patrol men
worked on North and South State Streets, North and
South Main Streets, Park, Capitol, Green, School, War-
ren, Pleasant, Center, Prince and South Streets.
All streets are given a spring and fall cleaning which
is very expensive as abuttors put out large amounts of
rubbish and a great deal of which should be put out on
the regular collection day.





Small tools and appliances.
Equipment Disposed of
Three Mead-Morrison tractors were worn out.
These were sold, the money for which was applied to
building a carpenter shop.
Equipment Built
One truck side plow.




46.023 miles of gravel road were put in order.
43.033 miles of road were reshaped and tarred.
2.779 miles of sidewalk were built.
Extra Labor
Extra men were obtained from the Commissioner
of Labor of the State of New Hampshire.
State Aid Roads
The State of New Hampshire Highway Depart-
ment built and tarred on Clinton Street from the end
of 1934 work to South Fruit Street, and on the Air
Port Road from the end of 1934 work to Lawrence St.
To make a complete report of the activities of the
Engineering Department would make too large a vol-
ume to print in this report.
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We have on file in our office progress maps which
show the road work of each year.
Our records are kept on a card system which show
all receipts and expenditures. We should be pleased
to show them to anyone interested.
Work has been done for your board, board of Alder-
men, committees, departments when requested. All
requests from citizens were granted when it was pos-
sible to do so. We are pleased to report that a very few
outstanding active petitions are in our hands.
Various activities are handled through our depart-
ment, namely: Streets and Roads, Sewers, Bridges, Cul-
verts, Building and Plumbing inspections, Administra-
tion of Zoning Ordinance, Plumber examinations,
copying of the deeds and recording for the assessors,
location of hydrants, attendance at all hearings and
meetings of the board, and various other activities.
For the many courtesies extended me by His Honor
Mayor John W. Storrs, heads and employees of the
various departments, your board, and the citizens, and




Commissioner of Public Works.
REPORT OF BOARD OF HYDRANT
COMMISSIONERS
Concord, N. H., December 31, 1935
To the Board of Mayor and Aldermen:
Gentlemen:
The thirtieth annual report of this board for the
year 1935 is herewith submitted:
During the year the following hydrants were in-
stalled:
Shawmut Street, corner of Cemetery Street, voted
May 1, 1935; Shawmut Street, opposite No. 60, voted
May 1, 1 935 j Shawmut Street, opposite No. 59, voted
May 1, 1935; Shawmut Street, opposite No. 58, voted
May 1, 1935; School Street, opposite Dr. Jameson's
residence, voted June 5, 1935; South Street at Thorn-
dike Street, voted June 13, 1935; Wyman Street near
Wyman Avenue, voted June 13, 1935; Pleasant View
Avenue, voted September 24, 1935; Liberty at School
Street, voted September 24, 1935; Liberty at Center
Street, voted September 24, 1935; Auburn Street, op-
posite residence of Dr. Mclvor, voted September 24,
1935; Auburn Street at Franklin Street, voted Sep-
tember 24, 1935; Forest Street at Auburn Street, voted
September 24, 1935.
On September 24, 1935, the following additional
hydrants were voted to be installed in 1936:
Auburn Street, opposite Chestnut Street; Auburn
Street, opposite residence of Lapierre; Auburn Street,
opposite residence of Bruno; Auburn Street, opposite
residence of Flanders; Auburn Street, opposite resi-
dence of Dunstane; Little Pond Road, near residence





Board of Hydrant Commissioners.
REPORT OF THE BOARD OF EXAMINERS
OF PLUMBERS
Concord, N. H., December 31, 1935.
To the Board of Public Works:
Gentlemen:
The thirty-sixth annual report of this board is here-
with submitted.
The membership of the present board is Arthur W.
Brown, an examined master plumber; Walter C. Rowe,
M. D., and Fred W. Lang, Commissioner of Public
Works. Mr. Brown is chairman of the board, and
Fred W. Lang, clerk.
Two men were examined for a master plumber's
license, one passed and one failed the required exami-
nation.
Four men were examined for a journeyman plumb-
er's license, two passed and two failed the required ex-
amination.
There are four classes of plumbers on the register,
who have paid for 1935 licenses, and are listed as
follows:
Total number of registered masters, 4
Total number of registered journeymen, 2
Total number of examined masters, 28
Total number of examined journeymen, 13
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Financial Statement
Received for examinations, $6.00
Received for licenses, 22.00
Deposited with City Treasurer, $28.00
Respectfully submitted,
A. W. BROWN,
WALTER C. ROWE, M. D.,
FRED W. LANG,
Board of Examiners of Plumbers.
REPORT OF BUILDING INSPECTOR
Concord, N. H., December 31, 1935.
To the Board of Public Works:
Gentlemen:
The twelfth annual report of your Building Inspec-
tor is herewith submitted:
Number of building permits issued, 55
Number of zoning permits issued, 88
Number of buildings completed, 131
Number of signs erected, 14
This Department works in conjunction with the
Zoning Board of Adjustment and 50 cases were re-
ferred to them.
For the courtesy extended me by His Honor Mayor
John W. Storrs, your Board, the contractors and the




Commissioner of Public Works.
REPORT OF THE CITY LIBRARIAN FOR 1935
To the Board of Trustees of the Concord Public
Library:
Our expenses for the year 1935 were
PUBLIC LIBRARY 95
We have 1,330 new borrowers. 7,248 people have
come to the Reference Room for help this year, an in-
crease of 824 over last year. We have bought 2,163
books, a large amount of which are replacements and
additions to the 7th and 8th grade and the High School
reading lists. We have discarded 915 volumes.
Mrs. Clement has done very fine work at the Boys'
and Girls' House, greatly increasing the circulation,
giving out in one day 190 books. I should like to say
here how grateful we are to the city firemen for check-
ing the fire there so quickly and keeping the water
from damaging the books.
Through the kindness of the Shakespeare Club their
room has been made available for women to read in and
study.
This report is respectfully submitted by,
WALT CONSTANTINE,
Librarian.
REPORT OF THE CITY CLERK
To the Board of Aldermen:
The undersigned herewith presents an account of
the amount received from fees, licenses and other
sources for the year ending December 31, 1935.
Mortgages,
CITY CLERK
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Auto Permits:
Cash on hand January 12, 1935, $88.37
Motor vehicle permits, 1935, 13,278.02
Motor vehicle permits, 1936, 4,299.08
$17,665.47
Less cash on hand, January 11, 1936, 115. 70
$17,549.77





We, the undersigned, hereby certify that we have
audited the accounts of Arthur E. Roby, City Clerk,
and find the same correct and said amounts as stated





Committee on Accounts and Claims.
O T*
REPORT OF SEALER OF WEIGHTS
AND MEASURES
To His Honor the Mayor and the Board of
A Idermen
:
The usual careful inspection of scales, weights and
measures was made by your sealer during the year 1935
with the following results: 943 scales were tested, 645
of which were found correct and were sealed, 259 were
adjusted before being sealed, 8 confiscated, and 21
condemned for repairs, later reinspected and sealed
;
1,237 weights were tested with 1,225 correct, 1 ad-
justed, 6 confiscated, and 1 condemned for repairs j of
the 4,488 liquid measures testefd there were 4,456
correct, 17 adjusted, 8 confiscated, and 7 condemned
for repairs; 455 automatic pumps were tested, 278
being correct and were sealed, 133 adjusted before
being sealed, 1 confiscated, and 43 condemned for re-
pairs, later reinspected and sealed; 3,059 oil measures
were tested, all of which were correct with the excep-
tion of 4 which were adjusted before being sealed, and
1 condemned for repairs.
It was necessary to remind some of the merchants
of the law which requires that the net contents be ex-
pressed on packages. There were 5,015 reweighings
made of commodities in package form, the majority of
which were found correct, i. e., 4,957 correct, 2 over
and 56 under weight. The same was true in connec-
tion with the 1 1 loads of coal which were reweighed
while in the process of delivery, 8 being correct, 2
over and 1 under weight according to the accompany-
ing certificates.
It was also necessary to caution certain merchants
in regard to keeping their baskets of berries properly
filled.
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There were tests made of 28 tanks on trucks used
for the delivery of gasoline, 14 of which were found
correct and 14 adjusted before being sealed. Ten
meters on such tanks were tested with the following
results: 6 correct and sealed, 3 adjusted before being
sealed, and 1 condemned for repairs.
A close supervision of the delivery of wood was
made during 1935 and 52 cart bodies were measured,
only 7 of which were found incorrect. Three piles
of loose wood were measured, one cloth measuring
machine was found correct as well as four yardsticks.
One set of steelyards was tested and sealed.
Respectfully submitted,
GEORGE A. DEARBORN,
Sealer of Weights and Measures
REPORT OF THE CLERK OF THE
MUNICIPAL COURT FOR 1935
RECEIPTS
Received for fines, costs and sundry fees, $4,241.95
EXPENDITURES
Paid for fees of officers, wit-
HEALTH DEPARTMENT
Report of the Sanitary Officer
To the Honorable Mayor, the Board of Health and
the Board of Aldermen:
I have the honor to submit the following report on
the health of Concord during 1935.
During the past year the health of the city was in
general good. Altogether - there were reported 625
deaths of which however only 358 were true residents
the remaining 267 being institutional residents coming
here from elsewhere. The resident death rate was 14.9
and the crude death rate, including all institutional
deaths, was 23.6 per 1,000 population. Deaths of in-
fants, preschool children and persons under 20 years of
age were low and represented a decrease from the num-
bers at those ages during the previous year. Deaths
from the degenerative diseases of middle and old age
were somewhat higher.
A census of the city made at midyear indicated that
our population has continued to increase in spite of the
economic difficulties of the last five years. This census
was mostly made by the Federal Housing Project in
their property survey of the city but was completed by
us by an enumeration of persons living on public and
institutional property. The combined figures showed
a population of 26,459 of whom 24,018 were true resi-
dents. This is an increase of 837, or 3.6 per cent, over
the number found in the United States Census of 1930.
Among the communicable diseases the year was
characterized by the appearance of mumps and German
measles, both diseases being prevalent over all New
England. All the Concord cases were mild and had a
nuisance value only. One death from typhoid fever
was reported but upon autopsy was stated to have been
due to a long standing infection with amoebic dysentery.
Two other old cases of this disease came to our atten-
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tion during the year, one of them a non-resident coming
here for treatment from out of the state. Infantile
paralysis was not unusually prevalent in spite of out-
breaks in other cities of this region. Diphtheria ap-
peared in April in the Kimball School and in October
in the French School. Quarantine measures, culture
examination of contacts and daily school inspections
prevented spread of the disease. Every case was in
a child who had not taken advantage of the free toxoid
and toxin-antitoxin treatment urged upon parents less
than a year before. Toxoid was again offered the pub-
lic in 1935. This time the clinics were held at the
Kimball School.
For the protection of the public water supply and the
improvement of sanitation a number of direct-connected
frost-proof water-closets in Concord dwelling units
were condemned by the Sanitary Officer, being replaced
in every instance by approved tank-connected water-
closets. Owners of unconnected premises within 100 feet
of the new sewer on South Street were ordered to con-
nect to it within a time limit, except for a few cases in
which the Board of Health after hearing made a tem-
porary exception. A report on milk sanitation activities
is separately submitted by the Milk Inspector; it should
be mentioned here however that this is one of the most
important divisions of the work of the Department of
Health. In collaboration with an inspector from the
State Department of Health the Milk Inspector also
carried out an inspection of every public eating place
in the city with especial reference to cleanliness and
toilet facilities. The annual inspection of boarding
homes for the welfare authorities was again carried out
by the Sanitary Officer.
Respectfully submitted,





The following table shows the number of communi-
cable diseases reported during each month of the year,
and the deaths resulting therefrom:
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COMPARATIVE TABLE
The following table contains the number of cases of
communicable diseases and the deaths resulting there-
from for the year since and including 1925
:
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REPORT OF THE MILK INSPECTOR
To the Honorable John W. Storrs, Mayor, and
the Board of Health:
Herewith is submitted a summary of a report for
work done by the Milk Inspection Division of the
Board of Health in the laboratory and field for the year
ending December 31, 1935.
Laboratory
:
Total number of milk samples collected and an-
alyzed, 8 5
1
Total number of cream samples collected and
analyzed, 83
Total number of ice cream samples collected and
analyzed, 1
9
Total number of chocolate milk samples col-
lected and analyzed, 15
Total number of skim milk samples collected
and analyzed, 4
Total number of water samples collected and
analyzed, 2 1
Miscellaneous samples analyzed, 30
Number of milk and cream samples brought to
the laboratory for analysis, 23
Milk itemized:
Number of milk samples plated for total bac-
teria, above standard, 587
Number of milk samples plated for total bac-
teria, below standard, 73
Number of milk samples plated for B. coli
bacteria, above standard, 548
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Number of milk samples plated for B. coli,
bacteria, below standard, 84
Number of milk samples above butter fat stand-
ard, 468
Number of milk samples below butter fat stand-
ard, 5
Number of milk samples run for total solids, 394
Number of milk samples run for temperature, 374
Number of milk samples run for specific gravity, 374
Number of milk samples run for sediment, 792
Cream itemized:
Number of cream samples plated for total bac-
teria above standard, 42
Number of cream samples plated for total bac-
teria below standard, 27
Number of cream samples plated for B. coli bac-
teria above standard, 45
Number of cream samples plated for B. coli bac-
teria below standard, 23
Number of cream samples run for butter fat
above standard, 62
Number of cream samples run for butter fat
below standard, 1
Number of chocolate milk samples plated for
total bacteria, above standard, 10
Number of chocolate milk samples plated for
total bacteria, below standard, 5
Number of chocolate milk samples plated for
B. coli, above standard, 1
Number of chocolate milk samples plated for
B. coli, below standard, 5
Number of chocolate milk samples run for but-
ter fat above standard, 13
Number of chocolate milk samples run for but-
ter fat below standard, 2:
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Ice cream itemized:
Number of ice cream samples plated for total
bacteria, above standard, 19
Number of ice cream samples plated for total
bacteria, below standard,
Number of ice cream samples run for butter fat,
above standard, 19
Number of ice cream samples run for butter fat,
below standard,
Number of bacteriological determinations made
on clean milk bottles and cans, 1
8
Field:
Total numtjer of inspections made, 1755
Total number of inspections made of dairies, 389
Total number of inspections made of milk plants, 133
Total number of inspections made of milk trucks, 187
Total number of inspections made of eating
places, 3 1
3
Total number of cans inspected, 733
Total number of bottles inspected, 1200





ASSESSORS' REPORT FOR 1935
To the Taxpayers of the City of Concord:
The Board of Assessors submit to your consideration
the following facts and figures showing the valuation of
the city and its school districts and special precinct, with
the amount of taxes raised in each and returned to the
tax collector for collection.
In the following report is a table of the amount raised
by direct taxation for the years from 1925 to the present
time, which shows the amount raised by direct taxation.
Tabulations of Warrants Submitted for Assess-
ment, Valuation of City and Precincts, with










Boscawen share. .. $9,710.01
City Sewer Bonds
Total for city





























Includes property located in Loudon.
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Number of Shares of Railroad Stock Held Here
on Which the Tax was Assessed and Col-
lected by State of New Hampshire and
Credited to the City
Railroad
1 12 city of concord
Polls, Valuation and Taxes Assessed
The number of polls, and the tax assessed on polls




Number of deeds recorded:
January 1 to December 31, 1935, 492
Number of building permits issued
for past year:




We have to report that Bektash Temple Real Estate
Association has petitioned the Superior Court for relief
by its attorneys, Demond, Woodworth, Sulloway &
Rogers, from a refusal of this Board on February 8,
1933, to abate a part of the tax, assessed against the
Association for 1933-1934-1935. This case is still
pending decision ; hearings have been held before Bert
Cooper as Master, December 12, 13 and 19, 1935.
Briefs of counsel to be submitted later. Counsel for
the City, City Solicitor Robert J. Kelliher.
Respectfully submitted,
CLARENCE O. PHILBRICK, Chairman,
JOSEPH E. SHEPARD, Clerk,
EDWARD F. DONOVAN,
Board of Assessors.
REPORT OF TAX COLLECTOR
To the Board of Aldermen:
The undersigned hereby submits the report of the
Collector of Taxes to the close of business, December
31, 1935.
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Taxes sold the City of Concord et als in the office
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1926
Resident





REPORT OF THE PARK COMMISSIONERS
To the Alayor and Board of Aldermen:
The vandalism in the parks during the past year was
unparalleled in the history of the parks. Considerable
expense was incurred in replacing broken windows and
drinking fountains.
At Rollins Park, through the CWA funds, the stone
wall was carried along Broadway, the wading pool en-
larged and many dead trees and old stumps were re-
moved. The entrance to White Park at the corner of
Center and High streets was remodelled.
The wading pools in Rollins and White parks were
reconditioned and the requirement of the Board of
Health complied with.
At East Concord, the dials of the clock in the East-
man Memorial were enclosed in glass, thus eliminating
conditions that frequently led to stopping the clock.
The triangle formed by the junction of Hall and
Water streets, enclosing the marker indicating it was
the site of Rumford Garrison, No. 6, was enclosed by a
hedge and seeded. A row of lilacs was placed at the
rear for a background. This beautification was done by
the Garden Club of the city, and was placed under the
care of the park department.
While the wild Canadian geese and the ducks in-
creased in numbers the swans all died from various
causes.
The death of Benjamin C. White occurred on No-
vember 14, 1935. Mr. White was the only surviving
member of the original Board of Park Commissioners
appointed in January, 1885. White Park today is a
living monument to the memory of the White family
who presented the park to the city.
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Charles L. Jackman resigned from the Commission,
owing to his appointment on the Police Commission






MRS. ROBERT J. MURCHIE,
Commissioners
REPORT OF TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUNDS
HARRY H. DUDLEY, ]
BURNS P. HODGMAN, j- Trustees.
CARL H. FOSTER, J
19 ^ 5
Receipts
Jan. 1, To balance from 1934, $7,339.78
Dec. 31, Income, Harper Allen, trust, 1.72
Henry Burleigh, trust 5.10
William E. Chandler, trust, 12.75
William M. Chase, trust, 1 1.77
Calvin P. Couch, trust, 2.57
Jacob C. Dunklee, trust, 8.50
Samuel C. Eastman, trust, 35.00
Seth Eastman, trust, 5.00
Sarah E. Farrand, trust, 6.81
George Fogg, trust, 4.00
Leverett M. Freeman, trust, 2.75
Jacob H. Gallinger, trust, 8.50
Heber B. Hardy, trust, 3.25
Mary D. Hart, trust, 12.00
Liva C. Heath, trust, 3.81
Eliza Lane, trust, 4.25
J. W., and E. J. Little, trust, 6.00
Lydia F. Lund, trust, 12.75
Mary Ann Lyons, trust, 2.49
Myra F. Morey, trust, 3.41
Charles W. Morse, trust, 4.25
Lucy M. Roach, trust, 1.37
Charles E. Scorer, trust, 2.41
Antonia J. Sousa, trust, 1.72
Hiram B. Tebbetts, trust, 4.40
Frank Watson, trust, 3.42
Blossom Hill Cemetery
Fund, 1,632.29
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Horse Hill Cemetery Fund, $0.39
Maple Grove Cemetery Fund, 38.76
Millville Cemetery Fund, 72.49
Pine Grove Cemetery Fund, 12.98
Old North Cemetery Fund, 24.99
Soucook Cemetery Fund, 2.96
Woodlawn Cemetery Fund, 1 1.14
John H. Albin Cemetery
Trust,' 11.00
Charlotte Merrill, trust, 45.00
Minot Enclosure, trust, 75.00
J. Eastman Pecker, trust, 32.00
K. P., and Douglas Rollins,
trust, 45.33
Countess of Rumford, trust, 55.00
Abial Walker, trust, 30.00
Ida B. Fosgate, trust, 4.50
Isaac L. Heath, trust, 4.00
Margaret A. Howe, trust, 6.00
Cornelia S. Parmenter, trust 1.75
William M. Chase, trust, 32.50
P. B. Cogswell, trust, 61.92
Samuel Eastman, trust, 194.06
Samuel Eastman, trust, 1,057.72
Joseph Hazeltine, trust, 95.06
Benjamin A. Kimball, trust, 2,250.00
Henry A Kimball, trust, 400.00
Seth K. Jones, trust, 12.00
Seth K. Jones, trust, 14.36
G. Parker Lyon, trust, 30.00
Franklin Pierce, trust, 27.50
Thomas G. Valpey, trust, 15.00
David Osgood, trust, 25.00
Eastman Association, trust, 50.00
Fred E. Emerton (C. R.
Corning, trust), 431.57
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Interest, trust funds, Loan & Trust Savings
Bank, $1,377.32
Interest, trust funds, Merrimack County
Savings Bank, 1,417.28
Interest, trust funds, New Hampshire Sav-
ings Bank, 1,045.86
Interest, trust funds, Union Trust Com-
pany, 1,401.78
Interest, unexpended balance, cemetery
trust funds, 213.32





Dec. 5, By paid
—
F. L. Badger Co., account labor
on dials of Eastman Clock,
Eastman Association, trust, $50.00
Mary E. Bourne, account labor,
trust lot, Calvary Cemetery, 1.50
Rt. Rev. Msgr. J. S. Buckley, ac-
count labor, trust lots, Calvary
Cemetery, 783.50
H. H. Dudley, treasurer, ac-
count Minot Enclosure, 75.00
Fred E. Emerton, income C. R.
Corning trust, 431.57
Rev. T. C. Laughlin, account
labor trust lot, Calvary Ceme-
tery, Penacook, 8.00
Martha J. Nelson, treasurer, in-
come Countess of Rum ford
trust, 55.00
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Rev. A. A. Sylvestre, account
David Osgood trust, $25.00
City Treasurer, account of in-
come sundry trust funds, to
reimburse city for money ad-
vanced for care of lots in Blos-
som Hill Cemetery, 4,602.14
City Treasurer, account of in-
come sundry trust funds to re-
imburse city for money ad-
vanced for care of lots in
Horse Hill Cemetery, 19.76
City Treasurer, account of in-
come sundry trusts funds, to
reimburse city for money ad-
vanced for care of lots in
Maple Grove Cemetery, 252.46
City Treasurer, account of in-
come sundry trusts funds, to
reimburse city for money ad-
vanced for care of lots in
Millville Cemetery, 129.55
City Treasurer, account of in-
come sundry trusts funds, to
reimburse city for money ad-
vanced for care of lots in
Old Fort Cemetery, 11.00
City Treasurer, account of in-
come sundry trusts funds, to
reimburse city for money ad-
vanced for care of lots in
Old North Cemetery, 461.54
City Treasurer, account of in-
come sundry trusts funds, to
reimburse city for money ad-
vanced for care of lots in
Pine Grove Cemetery, 333.09
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City Treasurer, account of in-
come sundry trusts funds, to
reimburse city for money ad-
vanced for care of lots in
Soucook Cemetery, $22.16
City Treasurer, account of in-
come sundry trusts funds, to
reimburse city for money ad-
vanced for care of lots in
Woodlawn Cemetery, 866.67
City Treasurer, income, William
M. Chase, trust, 32.50
City Treasurer, income, P. B.
Cogswell, trust, 61.92
City Treasurer, income, Samuel
C. Eastman, trust, 194.06
City Treasurer, income, Samuel
C. Eastman, trust, 1,057.72
City Treasurer, income, Joseph
Hazeltine, trust, 95.06
City Treasurer, income, Benja-
min A. Kimball, trust, 2,250.00
City Treasurer, income, Henry
A. Kimball, trust, 400.00
City Treasurer, income, Seth K.
Jones, trust, 14.36
City Treasurer, income, G. Par-
ker Lyon, trust, 30.00
City Treasurer, income, Franklin
Pierce, trust, 27.50
City Treasurer, income, K. P.
and Douglas Rollins, trust, 45.33
City Treasurer, income, Thomas
G. Valpey, trust, 15.00
City Treasurer, income, Abial
Walker, trust, 30.00
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City Treasurer, income, Blossom
Hill Cemetery, $1,632.29
City Treasurer, income, Horse
Hill Cemetery, .39
City Treasurer, income, Maple
Grove Cemetery, 38.76
City Treasurer, income, Mill-
ville Cemetery, 72.49
City Treasurer, income, Pine
Grove Cemetery, 12.98
City Treasurer, income, Old
North Cemetery, 24.99
City Treasurer, income, Soucook
Cemetery, 2.96
City Treasurer, income, Wood-
lawn Cemetery, 11.14
City Treasurer, unexpended in-




BLOSSOM HILL CEMETERY FUND
This fund is increased each year by the addition of one-third the amount
received from the sale of lots. The income of the fund is used for the care,
protection and ornamentation of Blossom Hill Cemetery.
Amount of capital, January 1,
1935, $57,147.77
Received from one-third sale
of lots, 1935, 781.34
Received from income of fund,
1935, 1,632.29
$59,561.40
Credited to city of Concord,
general account, $1,632.29
Amount of capital, January 1,
1936, 57,929.11
; 59,561.40
Deposited in Loan & Trust
Savings Bank, $10,250.00
Deposited in Merrimack
County Savings Bank, 14,164.60
Deposited in New Hampshire
Savings Bank, 17,187.67
Deposited in Union Trust
Company, 16,326.84
57,929.11
HORSE HILL CEMETERY FUND
This fund is increased each year by the addition of one-third the amount
received from the sale of lots. The income to be used for the care, protection
and ornamentation of Horse Hill Cemetery.
Amount of capital, January 1,
1935, $13.34
Received from income of fund, .39
$13.73
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Credited to city of Concord,
general account, $0.39
Amount of capital, January 1,
1936, 13.34
$13.73
Deposited in Union Trust Company, 13.34
MAPLE GROVE CEMETERY
This fund is increased each year hy the addition of one-third the amount
received from the sale of lots. The income to be used for the care, protection
and ornamentation of Maple Grove Cemetery.
Amount of capital, January 1,
1935, $1,293.45
Received from one-third sale
of lots, 1935, 48.34
Received from income of fund,
1935, 38.76
$1,380.55
Credited city of Concord, gen-
eral account, $38.76
Amount of capital, January 1,
1936, 1,341.79
1,380.55
Deposited in Merrimack Coun-
ty Savings Bank, 1,341.79
MILLVILLE CEMETERY FUND
This fund originated, and is provided for, by voluntary contributions of
interested parties and by the addition of one-third the amount received from
the sale of lots. Income devoted to the care, protection and ornamentation
of Millville Cemetery.
Amount of capital, January 1,
1935, $2,402.16
Received from income of fund,
1935, 72.49
$2,474.65
Credited city of Concord, gen-
eral account, $72.49
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Deposited in Loan & Trust
Savings Bank, $872.59
Deposited in Merrimack Coun-
ty Savings Bank, 1,529.57
$2,402.16
PINE GROVE CEMETERY FUND
This fund is increased each year by the addition of one-third the amount
received from the sale of lots. Income devoted to the care, protection and
ornamentation of Pine Grove Cemetery.
Amount of capital, January 1,
1935, $519.51
Received from one-third sale
of lot, 15.00
Received from income of fund,
1935, 12.98
$547.49
Credited city of Concord, gen-
eral account, $12.98
Amount of capital, January 1,
1936, 534.51
547.49
Deposited in New Hampshire
Savings Bank, 534.51
OLD NORTH CEMETERY FUND
This fund is increased each year by the addition of one-third the amount
received from the sale of lots. Income devoted to the care, protection and
ornamentation of Old North Cemetery.
Amount of capital, January 1,
1935, $833.00
Income received, 1935, 24.99
$857.99
Credited city of Concord, gen-
eral account, $24.99
Amount of capital, January 1,
1936, 833.00
857.99
Deposited in Merrimack Coun-
ty Savings Bank, 833.00
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SOUCOOK CEMETERY FUND
This fund is increased each year by the addition of one-third the amount
received from the sale of lots. Income devoted to the care, protection and
ornamentation of Soucook Cemetery.
Amount of capital, January 1,
1935, $101.66
Received from income of fund,
1935, 2.96
$104.62
Credited city of Concord, gen-
eral account, $2.96
Amount of capital, January 1,
1936, 101.66
104.62
Deposited in Loan & Trust
Savings Bank, 101.66
WOODLAWK CEMETERY FUND
This fund is increased each year by the addition of one-third the amount
received from the sale of lots. Income devoted to the care, protection and
ornamentation of Woodlawn Cemetery. •
Amount of capital, January 1,
1935, $372.41
Received from one-third sale
of lots, 71.66
Received from income of fund,
1935, 11.14
$455.21
Credited city of Concord, gen-
eral account, $1 1.14
Amount of capital, January 1,
1936, 444.07
455.21
Deposited in Merrimack Coun-
ty Savings Bank, 444.07
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CEMETERY FUND FOR THE PURPOSE OF IMPROVING AND
ORNAMENTING CEMETERY GROUNDS
Created under resolution of Board of Aldermen, March 9, 1925.
Capital, January 1, 1935, $2,932.47
Received from one-third sale
of lots, 1935, 916.33
Income received, 1935, 85.31
$3,934.11
Paid Carl H. Foster, City
Treasurer, $2,010.58
Capital January 1, 1036, 1,923.53
3,934.11
Deposited in Merrimack Coun-
ty Savings Bank, 1,923.53
BLOSSOM HILL CEMETERY SECTION I, ANNEX
Income to be used for care of inexpensive single graves and common ground.
Capital, January 1, 1935, $90.00
Received during 1935, 198.00
Capital, January 1, 1936, $288.00
Balance Income January 1, 1935, $0.84
Income received, 1935, 5.57
Income on hand, January 1, 1936, 6.41
Capital and Income deposited
in Union Trust Company, 294.41
JOHN H. ALBIN CEMETERY TRUST
Income to be devoted to the preservation and care of lot in Blossom Hill
Cemetery, and also for the furnishing of suitable floral decorations during
the appropriate seasons of the year.
Capital, $300.00
Balance, income, January 1, 1935, $7.95
Income received, 1935, 9.21
17.16
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Paid Carl H. Foster, City
Treasurer, $11.00
Income on hand, January 1,
1936, 6.16
$17.16
Capital and income deposited
in Union Trust Company, 306.16
CHARLOTTE MERRILL ' CEMETERY TRUST
Income to be used in perpetuity in keeping burial lot and monument in
Blossom Hill Cemetery in good condition, namely: In keeping the soil properly
enriched, the grass closely cut and watered, the monument and all other stone
work thereon clean, and replacing said monument by a new one when necessary
by reason of decay or defacement. The balance of the income, if any, is to be
appropriated for the purpose of beautifying said cemetery.
Capital,
Balance, income, January 1,
1935,
Income received, 1935,
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JONATHAN EASTMAN1 PECKER CEMETERY TRUST
Income to be used as follows: So much of income as is necessary to be used
for the care of burial lots numbered 22 and 24 and monument in Pine Grove
Cemetery, East Concord, the balance of income not used as aforesaid to be
added to principal till same amount to $10,000. then the balance of income
accruing each year after paying for care of said lots and monument, to be
expended under the direstion of the mavor for the general care and improvement
of Pine Grove Cemetery, East Cone, rd.
Capital, January 1, 1935, $10,048.57
Income received, 1935, 284.27
Paid Carl H. Foster, City
Treasurer, $32.00
Capital, January 1, 1936, 10,300.84
$10,332.84
10,332.84
Deposited in Loan & Trust
Savings Bank, $2,443.80
Deposited in Merrimack Coun-
ty Savings Bank, 4,268.32
Deposited in New Hampshire
Savings Bank, 3,588.72
10,300.84
IDA B. FOSGATE FLOWER TRUST
Income to be expended for flowers on Lot No. 39 Block S. Blossom Hill Cemetery.
Capital, $100.00
Balance, income, January 1,
1935,
Income received, 1935,
Paid Carl H. Foster, City
Treasurer,
Income on hand, January 1,
1936,
Capital and income deposited
in Union Trust Company,
$3.22
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ISAAC L. HEATH FLOWER TRUST
Income to be expended for flowers on Lot No. 67 Block V, Blossom Hill Cemetery.
Capital, $100.00
Balance, income, January, 1,
1935,
Income received, 1935,
Paid Carl H. Foster, City
Treasurer,
Income on hand, January 1,
1936,
Capital and income deposited
in Union Trust Company,
MARGARET A. HOWE FLOWER TRUST
Income to be expended for flowers on Lot No. 75 Block CC, Blossom Hill
Cemeterv.
Capital, $200.00
Balance, income, January, 1,
1935, $5.22
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Paid Carl H. Foster, City
Treasurer, $1.75
Income on hand, January 1,
1936, .19
$1.94
Capital and income deposited
in Union Trust Company, 50.19
LILIAN CARPENTER STREETER FLOWER TRUST
Income to be expended for flowers and shrubs on Lots N'os. 3 and 4
Block U, Blossom Hill Cemetery.
Capital, $100.00
Income received, 1935, $0.75
Capital and income deposited
in Union Trust Company, 100.75
SETH K. JONES MONUMENT FUND
Increased six dollars each year from the income of the Seth K. Jones trust.
The entire accumulation to be expended every fifty years in erecting a new
monument on his lot in Blossom Hill Cemetery.
Accumulations to January 1,
1935, $1,170.53
From Seth K. Jones trust, 6.00
Income received, 1935, 35.00
$1,211.53
Deposited in Loan & Trust
Savings Bank, 1,211.53
DAVID OSGOOD TRUST
Income to be used for the purchase of school-books for poor children.
Capital, $200.00
Balance, income, January 1,
1935, $404.59
Income received, 1935, 17.12
421.71
Paid Rev. A. A. Sylvestre,
Treasurer,
Income on hand, January 1,
1936,
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Capital deposited in New
Hampshire Savings Bank, $200.00
Income deposited in Union
Trust Company, 396.71
KATHERINE P. AND DOUGLAS ROLLINS TRUST
Income to be used for the care of the West Garden.
Capital, $1,511.25
Income received, 1935, $45.33
Paid Carl H. Foster, City
Treasurer, 45.33
Deposited in Merrimack County
Savings Bank, 1,511.25
COUNTESS OF RUMFORD TRUST
For the benefit of the Concord Female Charitable Society. Income to be
applied to the charitable uses and purposes of said society, and under its
I direction.
Capital, $2,000.00
Income received, 1935, $55.00
Paid Martha J. Nelson,
Treasurer of the Society, 55.00
Deposited in New Hampshire
Savings Bank, 1,000.00
Deposited in Union Trust Company, 1,000.00
ABIAL WALKER TRUST
For the benefit of the school fund.
Capital, $1,000.00
Income received, 1935, $30.00
Paid Carl H. Foster, City
Treasurer, 30.00
Deposited in Merrimack County
Savings Bank, 1,000.00
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WILLIAM M. CHASE PUBLIC LIBRARY TRUST
Annual income to he used for the henefil of the Public Library in the
purchase of books on historical, political, sociological, scientific and edu-
cational subjects.
Capital, $1,000.00
Income received, 1935, $32.50
Paid Carl H. Foster, City
Treasurer, 32.50
Invested in Treasury 4^4-3/4
1943-45 bonds.
COGSWELL COLLECTION OP THE PUBLIC LIBRARY
Request of P. B. Cogswell, the income to be spent annually for the purchase
of books of a biographical. histori?al and scientific character, and the books
relating to science shall be those that give the latest developments and dis-
coveries by scientific persons from year to year.
Capital, $2,145.00
Income received, 1935, $61.92
Paid Carl H. Foster, City
Treasurer, 61.92
Deposited in Loan and Trust Savings Bank, 145.00
Deposited in New Hampshire Savings Bank, 500.00
Deposited in Union Trust Company, 1,500.00
SAMUEL C. EASTMAN PUBLIC LIBRARY TRUST
Income to be used for the purchase of books in foreign languages for the
Public Library.
Capital, $1,524.14
Income received, 1935, $194.06
Paid Carl H. Foster, City
Treasurer, 194.06
Invested in 160 shares United \
Gas & Improvement Co. #
(common), I
1 3^1 50
Invested in 4 shares United (
Gas and Improvement Co.
(pfcL),
Deposited in Union Trust Company, 202.64-
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SAMUEL C. EASTMAN' PUBLIC LIBRARY TRUST
Annual income to be used for the benefit of the Public Library.
Capital, January 1, 1935, $32,869.64
Premium on sale of Liberty
Bonds, 2,171.26
Capital, January 1, 1936, $35,040.90
Income received, 1935, 1,057.72
Paid Carl H. Foster, City
Treasurer, 1,057.72
Invested in $3,000 Treas. 4^4%
bonds, due 1952, 2,960.63
Invested in 12 shares Concord Gas Co.,
common, 1,020.00
Invested in 5 shares Boston & Maine, first
pfd., Class "D", 500.00
Deposited in Loan & Trust Savings Bank, 4,631.61
Deposited in Merrimack County Savings
Bank, 7,052.50
Deposited in New Hampshire Savings
Bank, 11,711.46
Deposited in Union Trust Company, 7,164.70
JOSEPH HAZELTINE PUBLIC LIBRARY TRUST
Annual income to be expended in the purchase of high class literature.
Capital, $3,312.60
Income received, 1935, $95.06
Paid Carl H. Foster, City
Treasurer, 95.06
Deposited in Loan & Trust Savings Bank, 1,312.60
Deposited in Merrimack County Savings
Bank, 1,000.00
Deposited in New Hampshire Savings
Bank, 1,000.00
BENJAMIN A. KIMBALL PUBLIC LIBRARY TRUST
Income received, 1935, $2,250.00
Paid Carl H. Foster, City
Treasurer, 2,250.00
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HENRY A. KIMBALL PUBLIC LIBRARY TRUST
Income received, 1935, $400.00
Paid Carl H. Foster, City
Treasurer, 400.00
SETH K. JONES TRUST
Bequest to the city of Concord to be invested in some New England city-
bond, the income to be applied as follows: Twelve dollars each year to
keeping lot in Blossom Hill Cemetery in neat and orderly condition ; six
dollars each year to be deposited in some savings institution to create a monu-
ment fund; and the balance of the income to be expended each year in pur-
chasing books for the Concord Public Library.
Capital, January 1, 1935, $1,077.40
Income received, 1935, 32.36
Transferred to Seth K. Jones
Monument Fund, $6.00
Paid Carl H. Foster, City
Treasurer, 14.36
Paid for care of lot, 12.00
32.36
Deposited in Loan & Trust Savings Bank, 77.40
Deposited in Union Trust Company, 1,000.00
G. PARKER LYON PUBLIC LIBRARY TRUST
Capital, $1,000.00
Income received, 1935, $30.00
Paid Carl H. Foster, City
Treasurer, 30.00
Deposited in Union Trust Company, 1,000.00
FRANKLIN PIERCE PUBLIC LIBRARY TRUST
Capital, $1,000.00
Income received, 1935, $27.50
Paid Carl H. Foster, City
Treasurer, 27.50
Deposited in New Hampshire Savings
Bank, 500.00
Deposited in Union Trust Company, 500.00
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THOMAS G. VALPEY PUBLIC LIBRARY TRUST
Capital, $500.00
Income received, 1935, $15.00
Paid Carl H. Foster, City
Treasurer, 15.00
Deposited in Union Trust Company, 500.00
HORACE B. BARTLETT PUBLIC LIBRARY BUILDING FUND
Principal and income to be used for Concord Public Library purposes.
Capital, January 1, 1935, $10,891.89
Premium on sale of Liberty
Bonds, 21.00
Capital, January 1, 1936, $10,912.89
Balance, income, January 1,
1935, 5,254.62
Income, 1935, 439.07
Income, January 1, 1936, 5,693.69
Capital and income, January 1, 1936, 16,606.58
Deposited in Merrimack County Savings
Bank, 4,746.90
Invested in Treasury 4^4 -3 J4, 1943-45
bonds, 978.00
Deposited in New Hampshire Savings
Bank, 10,881.68
Invested in $3,000 Jackson Cons. Trac.
Co. bonds, 00.00
CHARLES R. CORNING PUBLIC LIBRARY BUILDING FUND
Income to be paid to Fred E. Emerton during his lifetime.
Capital, $15,000.00
Income received, 1935, $431.57
Paid Fred E. Emerton, 431.57
Deposited in Loan & Trust Savings Bank, 3,750.00
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Deposited in Merrimack County Savings
Bank, $3,750.00
Deposited in New Hampshire Savings
Bank, 3,750.00
Deposited in Union Trust Company, 3,750.00
CHARLES R. CORNING PUBLIC LIBRARY BUILDING FUND
Principal and income to be used for Concord Public Library Building purposes.
Capital, January 1, 1935, $21,699.08
Balance, income, January 1,
1935, $9,384.48
Income received, 1935 891.96
Income on hand January 1, 1936, 10,276.44
Capital and income, January 1, 1936, 31,975.52
Deposited in Loan & Trust Savings Bank, 7,584.13
Deposited in Merrimack County Savings
Bank, 8,063.62
Deposited in New Hampshire Savings
Bank, 8,303.86
Deposited in Union Trust Company, 8,023.91
BENJAMIN A. KIMBALL PUBLIC LIBRARY BUILDING FUND
Principal and income to be used for Concord Public Library Building purposes.
Capital, January 1, 1935, $9,000.00
Balance, income, January 1,
1935, $2,819.65
Income received, 1935, 354.57
Income on hand January 1, 1936, 3,174.22
Capital and income January 1, 1936, 12,174.22
Deposited in Loan & Trust Savings Bank, 12,174.22
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HENRY A. KIMBALL PUBLIC LIBRARY BUILDING FUND
Principal and income to be used for Concord Public Library Buildin? purposes.
Capital, January 1, 1935, $1,182.47
Balance, income, January 1,
1935, $375.07
Income received, 1935, 46.71
Income on hand January 1, 1936, 421.78
Capital and income January 1, 1936, 1,604.25
Deposited in Loan & Trust Savings Bank, 1,604.25
ARTHUR P. MORRILL AND GEORGE A. POSTER PUBLIC LIBRARY
BUILDING FUND
Principal and income to be used for Concord Public Library Building purposes.
Capital, January 1, 1935, $2,000.00
Balance, income, January, 1,
1935, $769.05
Income received, 1935, 83.07
Income on hand, January 1, 1936, 852.12
Capital and income, January 1, 1936, 2,852.12
Deposited in Union Trust Company, 2,852.12
CONCORD PUBLIC LIBRARY MAINTENANCE FUND
Capital, January 1, 1935, $6,000.00
Balance, income, January, 1935, $653.00
Income received, 1935, 199.59
Income on hand January 1,
1936, 852.59
Capital and income January 1
,
1936, 6,852.59
Deposited in Union Trust Company, 6,852.59
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EASTMAN ASSOCIATION TRUST
Income to be used for the care and maintenance of monument and lot known
as Eastman Park, East Concord, N. H.
Capital, $450.48
Balance, income, January 1,
1935, $396.46
Income received, 1935, 25.38
421.84
'aid F. L. Badger Co., acct.
SUNDRY CEMETERY TRUSTS
Capital, January 1, 1935
( 1 646 individual trusts), $ 1 84,530.73
Total trusts received during
1935, (68), 6,900.00
(1714 individual trusts),
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Blossom Hill Cemetery
Bickford, Harriett Z., $100.00
Blackmail, Walter C, and
Sarah A., 100.00
Carpenter, Alonzo P., 250.00
Chase, Mrs. Carrie M., 50.00
Chase, Horace E., and Grace M. 125.00
Cleasby, Harland B., and
Etta M., 100.00
Denning, Charles R., and
Eliza D., 125.00
Dougal, Mrs. Ethel G., 25.00
Eccles, Fred, and Ruth, 100.00
Emerson, Isaac L., and John
Waldo, 150.00
Everett, Jesse I., and Nettie M. 50.00
Farnum, Andrew S. (additional), 100.00
Field, Alfred G., and Cora E., 75.00
French, George J., and Birdie A., 75.00
Garabidian, Asadoor, and Anna, 50.00
Gooden, William, and Clara, 125.00
Grant, Laura, 50.00
Hanson, Wilbur N., and Ina S., 50.00
Holbrook, J. Percy, and
Percy E., 100.00
Hood, Seth R., Carrie I., and
Carrie A., 125.00
Hood, William E., 200.00
Jones, George F., and Abby W., 100.00
Keeler, I. Eugene, 150.00
Lau, Henry E., and Florence E., 75.00
Lyon, Clarence A., 25.00
McCaig, William, and Maria, 100.00
Morgan, George L., and Ethel
M., 125.00
O'Connell, Harry C, and Hel-
en W., 100.00
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Peets, Thomas P., and Hilda H., $50.00
Peterson, Frank G. (additional), 25.00
Phillips, George W., and Es-
ther A., 100.00
Prentiss, John W., and Helen
M., 100.00
Rollins, Lyman, Memorial, 125.00
Rowell, Etta M., 100.00
Spiller, Mabel R., 150.00
Stohrer, John F., and Ann B., 100.00
Streeter, Frank S. (additional), 50.00
Taylor, Stephen A., 125.00
Tincarre, Robert J., and Fan-
nie C, 50.00
Warwick, William, and Grace
M. 100.00
Willey, George A., and Harriet
B., 50.00
Williams, Fred J., 150.00
Wilson, Henry J., and Mar-
jorieG., 100.00
Young, William A., 100.00
Calvary Cemetery
Danforth, Sarah B., $100.00
Cragg, Thomas W., 200.00
Kenney, Edmond (additional), 50.00




Boisvert, Annie M., $100.00
100.00
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Maple Grove Cemetery
Dimond, John G., and Margar-
et A., ' $100.00
Follansbee, Herbert E., and
Martha W., 100.00
Johnson, I. Edwin, and Ida C, 100.00
Peabody, Adrian P., and Mar-
ian L., 50.00
Skarp, Oscar F., and Hulda E., 50.00
Waananen, John F., and Anna
E., 100.00
Old North Cemetery
Hemphill, Abigail F., $75.00
Hutchins, Charles, and Mary T.,
and





Baker, Solon R., and Belle D., $100.00
Kilburn, Frank A., and Ethel A., 100.00
James B., and Annie E. Riley, 100.00
Virgin, Fales P., and Rose, 100.00
Woodlawn Cemetery
Boisvert, Annie M., $100.00
Dewhurst, Mrs. Helen J., 50.00
Holland, Tiras S., 100.00
Hubbard, Grace G., 100.00
Ladieu, Herbert F., and Eliza-
beth J., 100.00





Shaw, William H., and
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Willim M. Chase Public Library Trust, $1,000.00
Cogswell Collection of the Public Library, 2,145.00
Samuel C. Eastman Public Library Trust, 1,524.14
Samuel C. Eastman Public Library Trust, 35,040.90
Joseph Hazeltine Public Library Trust, 3,312.60
Seth K. Jones Trust, 1,077.40
G. Parker Lyon Public Library Trust, 1,000.00
Franklin Pierce Public Library Trust, 1,000.00
Thomas G. Valpey Public Library Trust, 500.00
Horace B. Bartlett Public Library Building
Fund, 16,606.58
Charles R. Corning Public Library Build-
ing Fund, 15,000.00
Charles R. Corning Public Library Build-
ing Fund, 31,975.52
Benjamin A. Kimball Public Library Build-
ing Fund, 12,174.22
Henry A. Kimball Public Library Building
Fund, 1,604.25
Arthur P. Morrill, and George A. Foster
Public Library Building Fund, 2,852.12
Concord Public Library Maintenance
Fund, 6,852.59
Eastman Association Trust, 450.48
Sundry Cemetery Trusts, 191,430.73
$412,431.32
I have verified the trust accounts of the city in the
hands of the Board of Trustees of Trust Funds, and
find such trust funds invested, and the income for the
year 1935 accounted for as shown by the books of the
trustees kept for that purpose.
ARTHUR E. ROBY,
City Clerk.
BONDED INDEBTEDNESS OF THE CITY
Bonds
Central Fire Station,
City Hall and Audito-
rium,
VIUNICIPAL
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Bonds
TREASURY DEPARTMENT 157
Bonds Due Rate Amount
Union School District, Dec. 1, 19+2 4-j/4 $14,000
Dec. 1,1943 \Y\ 14,000
Dec. 1, 1944 4-% 14,000
Dec. 1, 1945 \ lA 14,000
Dec. 1, 1946 4% 14,000
Dec. 1, 1947 4}4 14,000
Dec. 1, 1948 4^4 14,000
Dec. 1, 1949 4}4 14,000
Dec. 1, 1950 4^4 14,000
Dec. 1,1951 4tYa 14,000
Dec. 1, 1952 4J4 14,000
Dec. 1, 1953 4- l/4 14,000
Dec. 1, 1954 4*4 14,000
Dec. 1, 1955 4*4 14,000
Dec. 1, 1956 4>4 14,000
Dec. 1, 1957 4>4 14,000
Dec. 1, 1958 4^4 14,000
Dec. 1, 1959 \y4 14,000
Dec. 1, 1960 4-y4 14,000
Dec. 1, 1961 \yi 14,000
Dec. 1, 1962 ^/4 14,000
Dec. 1, 1963 4*4 14,000
Dec. 1, 1964 \]/4 14,000
Dec. 1, 1965 \y4 14,000
Sept. 1, 1936 4^4 5,000
Sept. 1, 1937 \y4 5,000
Sept. 1, 1938 434 5,000
Sept. 1, 1939 \y4 5,000
Sept. 1, 1940 4M 5,000
Sept. 1, 1941 \y4 5,000
Sept. 1, 1942 \y4 5,000
Sept. 1, 1943 4*4 5,000
Sept. 1, 1944 \y4 5,000
Sept. 1, 1945 4-y4 5,000
Sept. 1, 1946 4-y4 5,000
Sept. 1, 1947 434 5,000
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Bonds





























































































STATEMENT OF COUPON ACCOUNT
Dr.
Due and unpaid, January 1,
1935, municipal, $165.00
Due and unpaid, January 1,
1935, precinct, " 92.50
Due and unpaid, January 1,
1935, Union School Dis-
trict, 85.00
Due in 1935, municipal, 14,710.00
Due in 1935, precinct, 350.00





Precinct sewer paid, 350.00
Union School District paid, 23,161.25
Municipal due and not pre-
sented, 155.00
Precinct due and not presented, 92.50
Union School District due and
not presented, 63.75
$38,542.50
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BONDED INDEBTEDNESS OF THE
TREASURY DEPARTMENT 161
E
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STATEMENT OF COUPON ACCOUNT OF
THE WATER PRECINCT
Dr.
To coupons overdue January 1
,
1935, and not presented, $146.00
To coupon due 1935, 9,720.00
$9,866.00
Cr.
By coupons paid, 1935, $9,720.00
By coupons due and not pre-
sented, 146.00
$9,866.00
CITY TREASURER'S CONDENSED STATE-
MENT OF WATER WORKS ACCOUNT
Carl H. Foster, City Treasurer
RECEIPTS
Balance on hand, January 1,
1935, $27,774.87






Interest on bonds, 9,720.00




CITY TREASURER'S CONDENSED STATE-
MENT OF GENERAL ACCOUNT
Carl H. Foster, City Treasurer
In Account with City of Concord, N. H.
Dr.
To balance on hand, January 1, 1935, $61,506.32
Frank Atkinson, Superintendent of
Parks, sale of pine logs, 18.00
Travis P. Burroughs, M.D., Sanitary
Officer, milk licenses, 353.00
Travis P. Burroughs, M.D., Sanitary
Officer, earnings, 2.50
Walt Constantine, Librarian, library
fines, 586.97
Wm. T. Happny, Chief, rents, 635.50
Wm. T. Happny, Chief, assistance,
fires, 119.25
Wm. T. Happny, Chief, miscel-
laneous, 15.20
Wm. T. Happnv, Chief, labor to
Reliable Wiring Co., 50.72
Wm. T. Happny, Chief, Fitchburg
Mutual Fire Insurance Co., Fire
loss of White property, 3,529.00
V. I. Moore, Chief, dance licenses,
officers' fees, miscellaneous, 149.36
Fire Insurance on cars, 18.00
V. I. Moore, Chief, gun permits, 71.00
V. I. Moore, Chief, Fire Insurance
Auto, 18-00
F. W. Lang, Clerk, Board of Exam-
iners of Plumbers, 28.00
F W. Lang, Commissioner, roads
"and bridges, 12,841.07
F. W. Lang, Commissioner, sewers, 1,599.52
F. W. Lang, Commissioner, trees, 8.21
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F. W. Lang, Commissioner, Engi-
TREASURY DEPARTMENT 165
Amos B. Morrison, Collector, 1933
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A. E. Roby, City Clerk, County of
Merrimack, refund, $131,587.73
A. E. Roby, City Clerk, State of New
Hampshire, 50% relief, 40,096.01
A. E. Roby, City Clerk, Comfort
Station, 136.90
A. E. Roby, City Clerk, gasoline
discount, 54.99
A. E. Roby, City Clerk, sale his-
tories, 2.00
A. E. Roby, City Clerk, junk licen-
ses, 15.00
A. E. Roby, City Clerk, bowling al-
ley and pool licenses, 302.50
A. E. Roby, City Clerk, circus li-
censes, 50.00
A. E. Roby, City Clerk, work pro-
jects, 15.70
A. E. Roby, City Clerk, Town of
Boscawen, refund, 38.00
A. E. Roby, City Clerk, Town of
Tilton, refund, 327.94
A. E. Roby, City Clerk, Town of
Pembroke, refund, 94.08
A. E. Roby, City Clerk, Town of
Chichester, refund, 27.00
A. E. Roby, City Clerk, Town of
Dunbarton, refund, 19.18
A. E. Roby, City Clerk, City Relief
Case, refund, 70.00
A. E. Roby, City Clerk, County of
Belknap, refund, 332.46
A. E. Roby, City Clerk, County of
Sullivan, refund, 128.09
A. E. Roby, City Clerk, County of
Rockingham, refund, 1 5.00
TREASURY DEPARTMENT 167
A. E. Roby, City Clerk, County of
Hillsboro, refund, $2.00
A. E. Roby, City Clerk, sale land,
Evarts, 140.00
A. E. Roby, City Clerk, sale land,
Corson, 30.00
A. E. Roby, City Clerk, sale land,
McKee, 45.00
A. E. Roby, City Clerk, sale land,
Fay, 100.00
A. E. Roby, City Clerk, sale land,
Simpson, 28.00
A. E. Roby, City Clerk, sale land,
Quimby, 50.00
A. E. Roby, City Clerk, sale stair-
case, 5.00
A. E. Roby, City Clerk, Guy Alosa,
refund, 108.50
A. E. Roby, City Clerk, playgrounds,
refund, 25.64
A. E. Roby, City Clerk, Gulf Com-
pany, refund, 105.70
A. E. Roby, City Clerk, Relief Gar-
dens, 466.54
A. E. Roby, City Clerk, filing fees, 122.00
A. E. Roby, City Clerk, rifle club,
rent, 25.00
A. E. Roby, City Clerk, Public Li-
brary, refund, 37.19
A. E. Roby, City Clerk, motor ve-
hicle permits, 1935, 13,366.39
A. E. Robv, City Clerk, motor ve-
hicle permits, 1936, 4,183.38
J. W. Stanley, Clerk Municipal
Court, fees, 1,031.97
State of New Hampshire, insurance
tax, 5,277.04
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State of New Hampshire, railroad
tax, $38,371.38
State of New Hampshire, savings
bank tax, 48,856.69
State of New Hampshire, Building
and Loan Association, tax, 100.50
State of New Hampshire, tax on in-
terest and dividends, 30,628.78
State of New Hampshire, bounty on
hedgehogs, 14.20
State of New Hampshire, abatement
of state tax, 26.03
Transferred from Blossom Hill
Cemetery Fund, 4,536.80
Transferred from Maple Grove
Cemetery Fund, 634.08
Transferred from Millville Ceme-
tery Fund, 79.00
Transferred from Old North Ceme-
tery Fund, 285.50
Transferred from Pine Grove Ceme-
tery Fund, 299.00
Transferred from Woodlawn Ceme-
tery Fund, 1,034.92
Income sundry trust funds to re-
imburse city for money advanced
for care of lots in Blossom Hill
Cemetery, 4,602.14
Income sundry trust funds to re-
imburse city for money advanced
for care of lots in Horse Hill
Cemetery, 19.76
Income sundry trust funds to re-
imburse city for money advanced
for care of lots in Maple Grove
Cemetery, 252.46
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Income sundry trust funds to re-
imburse city for money advanced
for care of lots in Millville Ceme-
tery, $129.55
Income sundry trust funds to re-
imburse city for money advanced
for care of lots in Old Fort Ceme-
tery, 11.00
Income sundry trust funds to re-
imburse city for money advanced
for care of lots in Old North
Cemetery, 461.54
Income sundry trust funds to re-
imburse city for money advanced
for care of lots in Pine Grove
Cemetery, 333.09
Income sundry trust funds to re-
imburse city for money advanced
for care of lots in Suncook Ceme-
tery, 22.16
Income sundry trust funds to re-
imburse city for money advanced
for care of lots in Woodlawn
Cemetery, . 866.67
Income permanent fund, Blossom
Hill Cemetery, 1,632.29
Income permanent fund, Horse
Hill Cemetery, .39
Income permanent fund, Maple
Grove Cemetery, 38.76
Income permanent fund, Millville
Cemetery, 72.49
Income permanent fund, Old North
Cemetery, 24.99
Income permanent fund, Pine Grove
Cemetery, 12.98
Income permanent fund, Soucook
Cemetery 2.96
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Income permanent fund, Woodlawn
Cemetery, $11.14
Income William M. Chase, Public
Library trust, 32.50
Income P. B. Cogswell, Public Li-
brary trust, 61.92
Income Samuel C. Eastman,' Public
Library trust, 194.06
Income Samuel C. Eastman, Public
Library trust, 1,057.72
Income Joseph Hazeltine, Public Li-
brary trust, 95.06
Income Seth K. Jones, Public Li-
brary trust, 14.36
Income Benjamin A. Kimball, Pub-
lic Library trust, 2,250.00
Income Henry A. Kimball, Public
Library trust, 400.00
Income G. Parker Lyon, Public Li-
brary trust, 30.00
Income Franklin Pierce, Public Li-
brary trust, 27.50
Income K. P«, and Douglas Rollins
trust, 45.33
Income Thomas G. Valpey, Public
Library trust, 15.00
Income Abial Walker, trust fund
for schools, 30.00
Accrued interest on bonds sold, 84.33
Interest on time deposit, 184.66
Refund Playgrounds, 9.00
Transferred to general account from
Cemetery Trust Fund, established
for the purpose of improving and




By Aid to dependent soldiers, City, $15,835.48




Board of Health, 7,283.81
Bonds, Bridge, , 10,000.00
Bonds, Central Fire Station, 1,000.00
Bonds, City Hall and Auditorium, 5,000.00
Bonds, departmental equipment, 4,000.00
Bonds, Highway, 5,000.00
Bonds, public improvement, 12,000.00
Bonds, public improvements and re-
funding, 10,500.00
Bonds, sewer, 9,000.00
Care of clocks, 110.00
Cemeteries, 34,058.92
City Clerk, 7,684.89






Comfort station, 2,0 51.74
Concord District Nursing Association, 350.00






Incidentals and land damage, 1,810.75
Interest on coupons, 14,720.00
Interest on temporary loans, 1 ,8 1 8.20
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Interest on Engineering Department
TREASURY DEPARTMENT 173
1934 real estate sold for unpaid
taxes, $27,064.69
Union School District, 361,095.69
Union School District bonds, 23,000.00
Union School District interest, 23,161.25
Weights and Measures, 1,002.77
Work relief projects, 19,626.33
Zoning survey, 171.53
Balance on hand December 31, 1935, 16,535.66
$2,214,512.19
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CITY TREASURER'S CONDENSED STATE-
MENT BOND ACCOUNTS
Carl H. Foster, City Treasurer
Central Fire Station Bond Account
receipts
Balance on hand, January 1,
1935, $3,366.82













Balance on hand, January 1,
1936, 2,356.04
$3,523.35
Memorial Athletic Field Bond Account
receipts






Balance on hand, January 1,
1936, 27.15
$184.11
Public Improvement Bond Account
receipts
$50,000 \y2% bonds, dated De-















Balance on hand, January 1,
1936, 138.19
$90,940.63
Eastman School Bond Account
receipts
$44,000 2 JA% bonds dated No-
vember 1, 1935, $44,000.00
$44,000.00
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EXPENDITURES
Orders paid, $10,000.00
Balance on hand, January 1,
1936, 34,000.00
$44,000.00
Water Works Construction Bond Account
receipts
$48,000 2 l/2 % bonds dated





Balance on hand, January 1,
1936, 19,255.99
$48,158.40
City Hall Sprinkler System Account
receipts






Engineering Department Equipment Account
receipts






Balance on hand, January 1,
1936, 45.40
$2,038.00
Highway Department Equipment Account
receipts





Balance on hand, January 1,
1936, 12.14
42.14
I hereby certify that I have examined the foregoing
accounts of Carl H. Foster, City Treasurer, for the
year 1935, and find all items of receipts and expendi-
tures therein properly recorded and authenticated by
appropriate vouchers, and the several items correctly
cast, and the cash balance to be $16,535.66 (sixteen
thousand rive hundred thirty-five dollars and sixty-six
cents) ; Highway Bond Account, $2,356.04 (two thous-
and three hundred fifty-six dollars and four cents)
;
Memorial Athletic Field Bond Account, $27.15 (twen-
ty-seven dollars and fifteen cents); Public Improve-
ment Bond Account, $49,825.15 (forty-nine thousand
eight hundred twenty-five dollars and fifteen cents);
Sewer Bond Account, $138.19 (one hundred thirty-
eight dollars and nineteen cents) ; Eastman School Bond
Account, $34,000.00 (thirty-four thousand dollars);
12
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Water Works Construction Bond Account, $19,255.99
(nineteen thousand two hundred fifty-five dollars and
ninety-nine cents) ; Engineering Department Equip-
ment Account, $45.40 (forty-five dollars and forty
cents) -
y
Highway Department Equipment Account,
$12.14 (twelve dollars and fourteen cents), and the
City Water Department, $39,290.27 (thirty-nine thous-





MATURITIES OF SECURITIES OF THE CITY
OF CONCORD
Jan. 1,
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Sept.
TREASURY DEPARTMENT 181
April 21, $3,000 Highway Dept. equip-

























































































































Central Fire Station, 3j^2
Sewer, 3/4
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Oct. 1, $4,000 Water, 2/
Nov. 1, 4,w00 Eastman School, 2^4
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SEWER
BONDS
HOW THE TAX DOLLAR WAS SPENT DURING THE YEAR 1935
BASED ON FULL RATE*36.48 PER M
FINANCIAL STATEMENT OF THE
CITY OF CONCORD

































































City Hall and Auditorium
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City Physicians
Appropriation Expended
Salary, physician, $1,000.00 $1,000.00
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Appropriation Expended Balance
Milk inspection:
Salary, inspector, $1,710.00 $1,710.00
Upkeep auto, 400.00 400.00
Incidentals, 300.00 299.06
$7,304.00 $7,218.14 $85.86
Department of Public Works
Roads and bridges, $167,000.00 $193,809.96
Resolution No. 1061,
a/c earnings, 12,841.07
Resolution No. 1961, 13,968.89
$193,809.96 $193,809.96




Interest Notes and Bonds
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FINANCIAL STATEMENT 197
Receipts Paid
Temporary loans, $600,000.00 $500,000.00






City relief a/c 1934, New Hampshire Administration, 3,726.21
City poor and soldiers, 84,457.99
County poor and soldiers, 131,576.73
Old Age Assistance, 16,366.66
City notes, 608,000.00
City bonds, 59,000.00
Interest on notes and bonds, 17,803.20
Schools, 361,095.69
School bonds, 23,000.00
Schools, interest on bonds, 23,161.25
County tax, 141,493.02
State tax, 100,425.00
Work relief projects, 19,962.33
Private charities, 7,800.00
Paid outstanding orders, 12,037.82
Balance on hand January 1, 1936, 16,535.66
Balance on hand January 1, 1936, Overseer of the poor
account, 391.38
$2,215,017.72




Cash balance, January 1, 1935, $27,774.87
Water rents, 104,499.81
Expended per orders, $60,383.77
Bonds, 22,000.00
Interest on bonds, 9,720.00
Paid outstanding orders, 1934, 880.64
Balance on January 1, 1936, 39,290.27
$132,274.68 $132,274.68
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Water Works Construction Account
Appropriation Expended Balance
Sale of bonds, $48,158.40 $28,902.41 $19,25 5.99








Balance, 1934, $2,038.00 $1,992.60 $45.40
Central Fire Station
Bond Account
Balance, 1934, $3,366.82 |
Check 473, Fire Dept. 56.30 i *
3 '423 - 12
Highway Bonds
Balance, 1934, $3,523.35 $1,167.31 $2,356.04
Public Improvement
Bonds, $50,005.00 $179.85 $49,825.15
Sewer Bonds
Balance, 1934, $90,940.63 $90,802.44 $138.19
Sprinkler System City
Hall




Balance, 1934, $184.11 $156.96 $27.15
Eastman School Bond
Account











Public improvement bonds, 20,000.00
Public improvement and re-
funding bonds, 31,500.00
Public improvement bonds, 50,000.00




equipment note, No. 1, 12,000.00
Engineering Department,






Interest accrued, not yet
due, municipal bonds, 2,726.02
Coupons overdue, not pre-
sented, municipal bonds, 155.00
Coupons overdue, not pre-
sented school bonds, 63.75
Due school districts, 1 75,039.43
Due Memorial Athletic
Field, bond account 27.15
$437,500.00
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Due Engineering Depart-
ment, equipment notes, $57.54
Due Highway Bond account, 2,356.04
Due Public improvement
bond account, 49,825.15
Due Sewer Bond account, 138.19
Due Eastman School Bond
account, 34,000.00
Total debt not funded, $264,893.80
Total city indebtedness, $702,393.80
AVAILABLE ASSETS
Treasurer's cash balance
January 1, 1936, $16,535.66
Taxes, 1930, uncollected, 2,857.76
Taxes, 1931, uncollected, 4,011.97
Taxes, 1932, uncollected, 4,777.67
Taxes, 1933, uncollected, 5,401.78
Taxes, 1934, uncollected, 8,659.23
Taxes, 1935, uncollected, 274,733.27
Cash in hand of Tax Col-
lector, January 1, 1936, 609.86
Cash in hand of City Clerk,
January 1, 1936, account
motor vehicle permits, 115.70
Taxes bid in by city, 28,137.30
Revolving fund, 250.00
Due Highway Department, 445.73
$34-6,535.93
Indebtedness above assets,
January 1, 1936, $355,857.87
Indebtedness above assets,
January 1, 1935, 410,668.63








Interest accrued, not yet due,
water bonds, $4,421.25
Interest accrued, not yet due,
sewer bonds,
Coupons overdue, not pre
sented, water bonds,
Coupons overdue, not pre-
sented, sewer bonds,
50.00
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Decrease for the year, 22,968.95






















































Sandra Ann F. L.










Virginia May F. S.
Carolyne Belle " L.
Ruth Marie





























Father's Name Maiden Name
Carl A. Wester Olga I. Menard
James Sorrenty Philomena Bruno
Burdette V. Pebbles Yvonne Audette
Levi P. Dow Frances M. Roach
Verne Stevens Gladys Briggs
Oscar Herbert Laura Wheeler
Rassio Parenteau Edna Johnson
Stuart B. Holbrook Reta Berry
Albert Boutin Irma Chateauneuf
Charles Moscovitz Mary Levine
Lewis Kelso Barbara Whiting
Alexis Soucy Eva Mosier
Homer A. Sullivan Doris E. Frye
Otis Gordon Fall Margaret B. Cheney
Biadford Bowker Rita Jeaneret
John Lancaster Beatrice Lecours
Elmore A. Bickford Hattie E. Ambrose
Carroll E. Garland Julia Wilson
Albert Bergevin Reina Desmarais
Kenneth Merrill Irene Provenchia
Lucas Stavros Agatha Demetry
Maurice P. George ...... Carrie L. Glitten
Robert Ford Barbara Hunt
Chester W. Geary Dorothy Cyr
Chester L. Hartwell Ruth Bassett
Kenneth B. Buckminster . . Leah Mclntire
N. Ellsworth Brown Alice LaCasse
Chester D. Evans Rena H. Johnson
Loyal F. Ralph Blanche McCurdy
Alfred W. Irving Caroline Carr
Richard Bresaw Dora Provencal
Arthur Friary Jane Barrett
F. Arthur Abbott Virginia Aiken
Lyman W. McKee Adelaide Callahan
Raymond T. Minor Albena E. Donzey
Wilbur Cheney Linnie Wilcox
Gerald H. Giles Bertha L. Malone
John L. Jewell Eleanor Sinclair
Raymond P. Gilman Mary Henry
Alonzo Saltmarsh Viola Welcome
Natale Miniutti Mabel Rugo
Albert E. Hansen Dorothy C. Hansen






















.F. L. Bernard C. Chase . .
Edward A. Jones . ,
Keith E. Gourley . .
Sarkis Minassian .
Paul D. Sleeper . .
Roland H. Young




















































William Lawrence M. L.
Rose Marie F. "












Dean Oliva M. "
Sylvia F-
Boisvert M. S.






















Father's Name Maiden Name
Frederick E. Baker Rosella F. Partridge
Patsy Ceriello Marie R. Lanza
Clayton C. Northrup Mildred Howe
Thomas Flemming Carolyn Hatch
Joseph J. Brooks Doris M. McCue
Harold Smart Ruth Hood
Robert L. Saltmarsh ...... Gertrude Knight
Paul G. Hamel Harriet Bouley
Dorothy Kirkpatrick
Jesse D. Griffin Evelyn LaPointe
Henry Dupont Loretta Letendre
Bert Soderstrom Ruth Curtis
Merton E. Freeman Mary H. Coleman
Lawrence W. Hall Phyllis Allen
Oliva J. Charpentier Dolores Cormier
Lawrence M. Geers Ada L. Berg
George E. Carroll Mabel Merrill
Paul Boisvert Pauline Saltmarsh
Norman L. Jesseman Doris S. Keith
Mayford A. Mock Rose Little
John J. Pendergast Mary E. Doherty
Thomas E. Rodgers Mildred H. Morrill
Arthur M. Runnells Julia E. Parker
George L. Stevens Flossie French
Francis E. Howard Charlotte V. Kitchin
Wilfred A. Maltais Catherine MeGeehan
Israel C. Coleman Lena H. Medley
Raymond F. LaBonte .... Grace Grenier
Hazel I. Johnson
Forrest W. Elwood Kathleen P. Billings
Henry P. Pray Alma R. Toohy
Reginald M. Clark Geneva Bassett
Joseph E. Walsh Florence Venne
Rolland T. Ball Isabelle Nicoll
Earl French Laura Morin
Ralph W. Richards Thelma I. Seavey
Lewis A. Bartlett Helen George






















































































Father's Name Maiden Name
James E. Smith Dorothy Beckett
Simeon Jobin , Marie A. Mercier
Maurice W. Hosmer Laura Folsom
Lionel B. N'adeau Clara Flammand
Paul Simonelle Philomena Grappone
Everett C. Colby Mary LaMarre
Armond A. Guimond .... Mary J. Pepin
Arthur J. Dugas Blanche Pelletier
Rodrigue R. Ricard Edith Moore
Auguste K. Clough Hazel M. Besley
Franklin J. Sullivan Estella R. Floyd
Clarence B. Stoneham .... Gladys Rice
Phillip Stohrer Martha Knight
Harry J. Donovan Marie Martin
Myron J. Hazen Barbara Cushman
Leonard E. Scott Grace J. Allen
Leo C. Plankey Anne M. MacDonald
George I. Hooper Carmen E. Patch
George MsAlpine Vivian Champigny
Adjutor J. Flammand .... Viola M. Begin
Willard J. Cleveland Dora Wiggins
Charles H. Willey Rose Mercier
Almon R. Gray Pearl Miller
Everett H. Farnum Grace Gile
Fred W. Yeaton Madeline Rose
Emmanuel Audet Doris Smith
Ruel E. Tucker Nellie E. Gaffield
John H. O'Brien Agnes Fannie
Elmer C. Wiggin Mabel Keyes
William E. Phelps Catherine Mock
Raymond W. Walker .... Ruth Herbert
Maurice T. Cleveland Edna Long





























Father's Name Maiden Name
Ralph R. Noyes Stella Cushing
Tony Raduazo Florence Mitchell
Henri Brochu Lucia Brochu
Raymond E. Welcome .... Ann Finan
Albert E. Emery Lillian Crafts
Cedric N. Witham Francesca H. Eastman
Fred D. Baker Katie L. Patten
Chesley W. Weatherbee . . . Marion R. Bachelder
Andre Lavigne Hermeline Poirier
Frederick H. Gove Kathleen E. Scully
Dister J. Deoss Mary G. Shepard












































Robert Albert, Jr M.
Quentin Jose "
Ardis Dean . "
George Richard, Jr "
Joan Patricia F.
Emily Louise "





















Edward Robinson, 2nd .... "
Charles Alan
Mother's
Fa tli it's- Name Maiden Name
Albert Woods Shirley French
George Maheu Regina Gilbert
Alexander Gifford Elizabeth
Edward P. Plourde Helen Reardon
John W. Brooke Alice Burrell
William B. Foss Rhoda Pearl
Arsene Charpentier Bernice Osgood
Lester W. Barney Marguerite G. Stuart
Robert A. Clarke Grace Hirtle
Thomas J. Wilson Ruth H. Drew
Austin D. Osborne Evelyn I. Osborne
George Davison Glee Jameson
Purest G. Huston Madeline Cass
Paul Hanson Corrine Cummings
Roger I. Desrosiers Evelyn Cloutier
Emma Penault
John Grand Catherine Dawson
Joseph G. Cadman Bernice Burdett
Henry Alix Rose Thibault
Paul Townsend Geraldine Foster
Ronald Cullum Mildred Tibbetts
Harry A. Bartlett Letitia George
Theodore C. Reed . Bernice C. Ordway
Gordon B. Young Mae West
Ralph X. Spencer Lena M. Grenier
Leonard Gerald Kdith Garland
Millard Yeaton Hazel Young
Isaac King Ignes Callahan
Delmar Arell Velna Munsey
William D. Haller Arne M. Hickey
Clark R. Hartford Lu:y F. Marshall
Wallace P. Wood Dorothy J. Parker
Wallace P. Wood Dorothy J. Parker
Wesley U. Ham Margaret Grant
Herbert M. Sleeper Hazel Faust
Henry I. Baldwin Brigit Sverdrup
Harold S. Ramsay Marjorie M. Beaugartie
MAY
Date Child's Name
2 Pearl Ann F. L
2 Elizabeth May "
2 Gloria May "
2 William Bartlett . M
3 Charles William
3 Marjorie Ann F.
3 Forest Raymond, Jr M
4 Mary Jane F.
14
Mother's
Father's Name Maiden Name
J. Yyvvan Lemay Rose A. Bernier
Albien J. Sanborn Bernice Richardson
Joseph O. Fournier Delia Drouin
William N. Fothergill Dorothy McLane
Charles R. Murphy Etta A. Savage
Jackson R. Bickford Wirna Renfors
Forest R. Stickney Yiolet Trainor
Richard W. Cressv Pauline B. Butman
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MAY—Concluded
Date Child's Name
5 Almon Whiting M. L.
5 Richard Leland
5 Henry George




10 Joseph Wesley M.
"
10 James Lloyd
10 Ann Frances F-
13 William Jay M.
"
13 Robert " "
14 Charles Norman, Jr
14 Keen an " S.
14 Robert Lewis " L.
17 John William
18 Audrey Janet . F.
18 Stewart Lee M.
"
18 F- "
19 Sheldon Gardner M.
"
19 Joseph Paul Albert "
19 Christina F. "




21 Bernard Lyle M.
"
21 Barbara May F. "
21 Laurance Watson M"
22 Elizabeth Ann F. "
22 Carol Donald M.
"
24 Betty Elaine F. "
24 Sally Joan " "
24 Duane August M.
"
25 Donald Osmond " "
25 Aperdita F.
26 Patricia May " "
27 Diana Lee
27 Ruth Elaine " "
28 Mary Gertrude
28 Cecelie Adair " "
29 Charles Knowlton M.
"
31 Russell William "
Mother's
Father's Name Maiden Name
Almon W. Griswold Muriel A. Dustin
Clifton D. Moorehouse .... Anita B. Marston
Arthur G. Lapierre Celia L. LaBonte
Thimi Apostle Alice Mitroski
Paul R. Bennett Asenath Parmenter
Anthony Pietraallo Beatrice M. Girard
Diego J. Parla Ausilia M. Colarusso
Harold W. Seaburg Nora K. Connor
Harold W. Seaburg Nora K. Connor
Bernard E. Merrill Pauline G. Swain
William E. Houle Mona Gilman
Francis F. Faucher Ora Rainey
Charles N. Winslow Viola Stevens
J. Joseph Keenan . Muriel V. Strachan
Lewis F. Morse Alvina Daneault
John A. Murphy Winnifred Goodwin
Albert J. Hinds Sibyl B. Day
Stewart J. Ramsay Natalie M. Lugg
Leo W. Florence . Aurea M. Sirard
Francis G. Blanchard .... Ruth Gillingham
Albert V. Audet Evonne Velanger
Charles M. Tagis Alice Knowles
Ri3hard S. Rolfe Marjorie E. Hill
Fred J. White Mary F. Vacaro
Maurice E. Welch Margaret R. Mclsaae
Raymond E. Wood Pearle B. Neary
Harry D. Brown Alma Churchill
Harry D. Brown Alma Churchill
Curtis W. Ordway Irena M. Leighton
Adelard Guinard Germaine Desroche
Arthur D. Sloan Freida Krauss
Theodore Clough Edith Parker
Edward S. Beck Miriam F. Spiller
George H. Anderson Mabel Miller
Gordon D. McLeod . Velma L. Hutt
John Spiro Alta Rota
Rocco DeChicco Ali3e Chaput
James K. Pappas Thelma I. Nichols
Clarence E. Fife Mary Glines
Woodrow Heath Rosanna Brodeau
Alfred R. Mills Elizabeth B. Adams
Percival Brown Hazel Lake




Richard Allen M. L.
Mary Ann F. "
Richard Dearborn M. "
Betty Louise P. "
Francis M. "
Elizabeth Ann F. "
Rousseau " S.
Rousseau " "
Thomas Edward, Jr M. L.
F. "
Thomas William M. "
Richard M. "
Norman William " "
Angela Maria F. "
Robert Allen M. "
Norman L "
Nancy Beatrice F. "
Barbara Ann "
Paul Edgar M. "
Robert " "
Allen Wayne " "
Shirley Mae F. "
Ralph Edward M. "
Swan " S.
Joanne Louise F. L.
Emily May "
Richard Anthony M. "
Evelyn Caine F. "
Walter Anthony M. "
Kenneth Edward "
Arthur George "
Wilbur Fifield " "
William Ralph " "
Allan Bradford
Raymond Emile "
Patricia Ann F. L.
Arthur Roy M. L.
Kenneth Milo
Jane Edith F. "
Mother's
Father's Name . Maiden Name
George Womboldt Alice Jones
Nathan P. Smith Mary Stone
Everett C. Merrill Mary A. MacCauly
Richard D. Kalloch Pearl Snow
Herbert E. Kimball Ruth I. Davis
Louis Notaro Beatrice E. Mercier
David R. MsKerley Mary L. Dawson
Clarence Rousseau Vera Clough
Clarence Rousseau ....... Vera Clough
Thomas E. Kelso Vivian G. Lowell
John E. Bean Doris Prichard
C. Thomas Leavitt Irene C. Lampron
Louis Ansaldo Thena Thompson
Bernard F. Hall Gwendolyn Carnes
Ernest Miner Nora Chenette
Patsy Alosa Jennie Sanzone
Elwin Coleman Marjorie Boynton
Ernest Cummings Regina Seymore
Charles E. Foster Beatrice Guillette
David Jutras Imogene Boudreau
Paul E. Tousignant Leandra Mastroianna
Julius D. Treisman Bertha Volk
Allen D. Carter Ursula Cushing
Shirley W. Jones Laura M. Brown
Eugene W. Gordon Frances L. Prentiss
Leslie F. Swan Dorothy Gross
William H. Crowley Leah King
John L. Olin Mura Fifield
Adelard Gagne Mary Mercier
J. Dunbar Shields Evelyn Caine
Walter E. Brown Marian Young
Bertram Stevens Rita Martin
Francis C. Chenette Doris Hardy
Milton F. Hall Velma Rickels
Ralph E. Chandler Charlotte Cavanaugh
Arnold Levenson Helen Tupper
Louis Emond Helene Carrier
Irving N. Chase Mary E. Shugrue
Henry B. Foote Rose A. Mitchel
Milo Knox Ella Jones
James E. Carroll Cecile Lecler3
JULY
Date Child's Name
1 Thomas Edward, Jr.
1 David
3 Robert Eugene
3 Ordway . . .
Mother's
Father's Name Maiden Name
. M. L. Thomas E. Angwin Leona LaFlamme




. F. S. Chandler F. Ordway ....Hazel McLaughlin










































Frank Dorranse . . .




















Albert George . .
Marilyn Ida . . .
Joan Marie ....
Phyllis Ann . . .




John Gordon . .
Ruth Ann ....
Richard Otis . .





















Father's Name Maiden Name
Oscar Desmarais Diana Lebrun
Lester H. Lowe Hertha Hussey
Gustin H. Sargent Grace P. Kimball
Harold S. Sanborn Marian Willey
Philip E. LeBrun Eleanor LeBrun
Robert M. Walsh Helen Quinn
Chester J. Barrett Lydia L. LaBrecque
Joseph O. Crowe Alice Underwood
Henry A. Jobin Mary E. Desmarais
Frank C. Wilkinson Mae Hodgdon
Hugh A. Lynn . Mary Splaine
Walter E. Plummer Evelyn Noonan
Armand J. Chateaneauf . . . Irene A. Arsenault
Harold G. Fletcher Carolyn Colburn
Freeman West Margaret Dimick
Roger Faretra Pauline M. Lochiatto
Roger Faretra Pauline M. Lochiatto
Joseph J. Reed Elizabeth Chalmers
Raymond A. Brown Bernice M. Willard
James V. Grappone Louise Morrison
William E. Goldthwaite . . . Dorothea Wetmore
Elmer Reisinger • Alice Bartick
Charles Beck Ellen Olson
Robert W. Roers Mary R. Bowen
Frederick Paige Edith Riford
Rodney W. Doueet Helen F. Dudley
John Jackman Gladys Houlberg
Gordon F. Cushing Alice J. McGrath
William P. Slattery Ruth Blake
Clarence O. Welch Mildred Wilhelmson
Carl Johnson Irene Dyment
William F. Glavin Ruth E. Jenkins
William H. O'Clair Fern Woodbury
Roland LaFleur Marjorie Ferris
Alfred A. Labrie Rosa R. Cushing
Elwin C. Cilley Eleanor Dearborn
Andrew Keenan Edna De;ato
Kenneth W. Hazen Catherine Savory
George L'H. Freeman .... Mary A. Fowler
Louis Manais Xanthoula Bacoganes
Robert A. Williams Adelaide Greeley
AUGUST
Date Child's Name
1 Helen Belle F. L.
1 Kenyon Weeks M. "
1 F. "
1 Richard Garfield M. "
Mother's
Father's Name Maiden Name
Alfred Anderson Elvena Hooper
Kenneth W. Jones Eleanor Sweet
Peter Bart Angeline Matthews






































Cedric Estes M. L.
William John " "
James Henry M. "
Patricia Ann F. "
Barton M. "
Joan Danice F. "
Norman Joseph M. "
Patricia Ann . F. "
Miriam Helen "
Howard F M. "
F. "
Raymond Wade M. "
Marlene Joan F. "
Karl Irving M. "
Kenneth Charles "
Sidney " "
Patricia Ann F. "
Helen Mary . "
Lorna Alice
William George, Jr M. "
Arnold Hanson . "
Jeanne Marie F. "
Lehoux " S.
Cecile Jane " L.
Rodney L'«w°llyn M. "
Richard Allan "
"
Shirley Ann F. "











Nvleen Marion . F.
Mother'
8
Father's Name Maiden Name
Reuben P. Grant Thelma Estes
Roland S. Moran Mary E. Killeen
John Filpula Femmie Olkonen
Flenry Locke Eleanor Wynne
Vernon Bean Dorothy Corson
Everett Barton Susan Eagles
John D. Brown Evelyn Sargent
Leo A. Boisvert Leonie Boulay
Troy Giltmora Freda Sweeney
Warren G. Foss Helen Morrison
Howard F. Edmunds Ruth Fries
Merton E. Davis Mildred H. Ingraham
Raymond W. Covill Ruth Patenaude
Robert J. Wooley Marion E. Philbrick
Louis H. Scribner Dorothea H. Krubar
Louis H. Scribner Dorothea H. Krubar
Charles Gaskell Louise Bartlett
John W. Prentiss Helen Dennison
Joseph D. Champagne .... Helen King
Harry R. Magee Marie Osborn
William G. Dufield Fannie Hosmer
Ralph E. Crawford Lena B. Setcher
Arthur O. Lawson Mary C. Provencher
Leo G. Lehoux Ellen Hayden
Joseph J. Desmarais Helen B. Huston
Llewellyn L. Rishardson . . . Ruth A. Holt
Scott J. Coen Doris M. Ladd
Leslie B. Menzies Nellie Bernatas
Wentworth P. Emmons . . . Elsie Drew
Raymond E. Bridge Miriam E. Berry
Robley F. Carr Evelyn Brunell
William M. Cook Mary Hallinan
John R. Burke Ruth Gilford
Horace Landry Laurentia Daneault
Harry Giberson Viola P. Smith
John L. Creighton Sylvia S. Poor
William LeMarre Alice Audet
Frank E. Cochrane Marion B. McLaren
SEPTEMBER
Date Child's Name
1 Evelyn Dorothy . . .
2 Philip Chandler . . .
2 James Edwin . . . .
2 Sally Louise








.F. L. Carl H. Nelson
Walter E. Kenneson . .
Richard Todd
Russell F. Tripp
George T. Greenwood, Jr.
Arthur F. Buzzell






















16 Channing Leroy . .
17 Rita Jean






24 Thomas Vincent . . .
25 Catherine Theresa .
25 Jos. Fabien
26 Marilyn Shirley . . .
26 Louis John
27 Allan Charles




.M. L. John E. Cummings ....
.
" " Adelard Bourque
. F. " Arthur J. Gagnon
.M. " James Riley
.F. " Alton W. MacDonald . .
.F. L. Vinal R. Hurd
.
" " Manuel Enos
.
" " William S. Stammers, Jr.
.
" " Fred O. Whitman
M. " LeRoy Connor
.F. " James J. Harrison . . . .
. M. " Leo Bean
.F. " George A. Guimond . . . .
" Roland F. Harmon ....
" James R. Dawson
" Henry W. Murphy ....
" Francis G. Lyon
. M. " Edward G. Palmer
.F. " Albert Vezina
.M. " Andre Bussiere
.F. " Herbert A. Sherman ...
. M. " Adolph J. Bellman ....
.
" " Allan M. Larrabee ....
.
" " Earl X. Cutter
.F. "


























, Bessie M. Hughes
, Doris Cass





2 Donald Whitfield M.
3 Shirley Anne F.
6 Stuart Hale . M.
6 Barbara Jean F.
6 John Martin M.
10 Daniel Lloyd "
11 Marillyn F.
12 Ellen Elizabeth "
15 Phillip Edward . M.
16 Carol Anne F.
16 Francis Eugene M.
17 Patricia Ann F.
17 Alice Julia F.
18 Sylvia Jane "
19 Blanche Madeline "
19 Milton Ray M.
19 Miles Allen "
23 Joel Paul M.
24 Edward Raymond "
Father's Name
L. Frank I. Manning . .
" Herbert H. Johnson .
" Ralph Stinchfield . . .
" Arthur Brown




" John E. Mersier ....
" Henry I. Minor
" Eugene Feltault
Jesse LaBonty
" Elbert R. Farrar
Frederick Andrew . . ,
" Levi A. Presby
" Ivan R. Streeter
" Arvo J. Suojanen . . .


























24 Bernard Francis M.
24 Robert Douglas "
26 Donald David "
27 Patricia Anne P.
28 Marie Lagone "
28 Jean Frances "
29 Roger Allan M.
29 Eleanor Jean P.
29 Daniel Gordon M.
29 "
30 Beverly Joan F.
30 Jeanette Louise "
30 Allen Vernal M.
31 Robert Lyman "
20 Carol Anita F.
31 Donna Hazel "
Mother's
Fill he r's Name Maiden Name
Patrick Mahon Catherine Lyons
'Joseph C. Boynton Dorothy E. Smith
George Luneau Lura Baker
Harold Drew Dorothy Moody
Leon Tardiff Alzi Boisvert
Frank A. Williams Rebecca Chamberliu
Roy R. Evarts Alice Drescher
Eugene Wipperan Eleanor Gallant
George G. Lemear Myra Jenness
Elmer H. Howe Frances Chase
John D. McGregor, Jr. . . . Janice Daniels
Charles N. Card Aline Constant
Ralston D. Clinton Thurley Vernal
Charles Varney Mary Clark
Aldis W. Kirk Evelyn Clough
Kenneth Crain Katrine Patenaude
NOVEMBER
Mother's
Father's Name Maiden Name
L. Paul E. Clark Helen Sparrow
" Edward J. Morin Fabiola LeBrun
" Arthur J. Landry Helen Vienneau
" Omar L. Horne Anita Cozey
" Charles M. Sawyer Germaine B. Scully
Fritjof Rooth Irene Skog
" Alfred A. Sawyer Mary Gerrish
" Joseph Jenovese Corinne Bourke
" Robert R. Fuller Madeline Colby
" Albert L. Drew Ruby Johnson
Robert C. MacDonald .... Edith P Silver
" Willis Ash, Jr Bernice A. Locke
" Alphonse Gaudreau Rose A. Roy
" Joseph A. Bartlett Annie Hadley
John A. Havens Aline M. Tardiff
Ronald E. Nutter Florence Hough
" Horace E. Emerson Helnne McLay
" Thomas H. Stewart Lucile McGuire
" Kenneth A. Ross Gladys Gilson
" Arthur A. Groves Lina S. Knox
" Richard H. Davis Vivian Faneuf
" Lawrence J. McAllister . . . Cora Maltais
" Howard Bickford Ord Lavortu
Wallace C. Caswell Dena E. Nutter
Rudolph D. Perkins Goldie M. Young
William 15. Hounsell Hazel Towle
" Alvin Moses Violet Mitchell
" Lewis A. Palmer Beatrice E. Racette
Louis F. Braley Elizabeth Eagles
" Forrest F. Fenton Doris Stone
Hurley F. Lord Mice Brookings
Date Child's Name
2 Paul Thomas M.
2 Lucille Ann F.
3 Joseph Robert M.
3 Donald Lindsey
7 Sylvia F-
8 Guy Harlan M.
8 Edward Nathaniel M.
11 Joseph Michael
11 Nancy Joan F.
12 Robert Nelson M.
12 Patricia Ann F.
13 Bernice Alice




1(5 Susan Hill "
18 Phyllis Lucile "
19 Elizabeth "
20 Arlan Arthur M.
20 Richard Bruce
21 Gerald Frederick
21 Beverly Ann F.
22 Dean Charles ML
22 F.
23 Frank Burnham M.
24 Violet v -
24 Antoinette Elizabeth
26 Larry Everett M,
29 Annlee Doris . . . F.
29 Leonard Alexander M








5 Guy Arthur . . .
6 Donald
9 Donald Ernest
9 Richard James .
9 — Hill . . .
10 Joan Barbara .
11 Richard Frank .
13 Jane Matthews
14 Richard Donald
14 Dean Oliver . . .
14 Lionel Ely, Jr.
16 Carol Ann ....
17 Carmilla
17 Janet Florence
] 8 Lorraine Delano
19 Lorraine Nellie .
21 Nancy Sonja . .











24 Ann Marie Elizabeth . .
27 Edward Moody







Paul E. Frost . . .
Alfred Cournoyer .
Henry L. Hodgdon
Guy A. Wells ....






Armand Harbour . . .
Ralph E. Drew
Lionel E. Belanger . . ,
Harry S. Young . . .
Michael Colarusso . . .
Chester Chase
LeRoy C. Smith










Albert O. Drescher .
George T. Kee




S. Harold W. Sleeper . .
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Deaths Registered in the City of Concord for the Year
ending December 31, 1935
JANUARY
Date Name Years
1 Edward H. Lane 80
3 Catherine Hallinan 74
4 William E. Hood 85
5 Maria D. Michelsen 44
8 Georgia Putnam 73
8 Catherine McBride 63
10 Ethel A. Kilburn 59
10 James M. Maloney 36
11 Charles C. Currier 69
16 John Castles (Cassells) 74
17 Warren M. Lovrien . 79
17 Eugene C. Desrochers 54
18 Samuel Brooks 77
19 Morris A. Plamand
21 Prank S. Moulton 77
24 Leonard E. Longa 34
25 Laura M. Currier 96
26 Battis Hayes 82
27 Aldine P. Mason . 53
28 Ellen L. Shaw 1
30 William C. White 57
30 Georgianna Durgin 78
31 Michael J. Lee 73
FEBRUARY
5 Mary A. Conway 81
5 Fred N. Collins 81
6 William Warwick 65
7 William McCaig 74
10 Charles A. Foster 76
10 Andrew P. Lannon 77
13 Oscar A. Baker, Jr
13 Michael Johnson 79
16 Harold S. Nelson 53
17 Thomas P. Kelliher 58
22 Andy J. Chase 69
24 Harry I. Huff 54
25 George L. Lincoln 78
25 Lucia J. Kirk 82
28 Jeremiah B. Murphy 70
AGE
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MARCH
Date Name Years
4 Isabelle Newton 82
4 Moses Preve 84
4 William Hutt 60
7 Florence E. Lau 47
10 Virginia E. Kibbee 3
11 Henry W. Stevens 82
12 Mary E. Melifant 75
15 Malvina M. Fenton 36
16 Laura H. Walker 77
17 John F. Waananen 56
18 Anna A. Blake 84
22 Nettie M. Conberse 72
23 Abbot Treadwell 70
23 George A. S. Kimball 75
24 Magnus Swanson 65
25 Asa Walters, Sr 85
27 John Hall 78
28 George W. Phillips 65
29 Lilian C. Streeter 80
29 Florence E. Ryan 41





28 Murray E. Rowe 40
28 Elizabeth A. McCabe 80











1 Louisa H. Gilmore 78
5 Francis E. Payne
6 Elizabeth S. Sexton 71
5 William F. Holden 61
7 Henry A. Foster 82
10 Eva H. Banks 53
1
1
Alice C. O'Mera 74
12 Louis B. Landon 85
15 Louise Comi 51
16 James A. Massie 64
17 Jennie E. Valia 64
19 George A. Wood 65
20 James M. Barrett 10
25 George A. Benjamin 89
25 George T. Driscoll 39
26 Peter J. Drouin 67
26 Martha E. Fogg 73
27 Cora E. Valia 72
27 Frank S. Morrill 76
29 Arland Pease 27
AGE
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JUNE—Concluded
Date Name Tears
17 Sadie F. Caldon 79
18 Roaline E. Messer 53
20 Thomas Hollis 70
22 Harold J. Welch 35
26 Clara F. Runnells 77
27 Jerry W. Moulton 75





1 Fred A. Eastman 74
4 Thomas E. McCready 49
5 Ida G. Chase 72
6 William S. Monroe 66
6 Mary T. R. Ladd o°
8 Clara Boutin 77
13 Waldo E. Ladd 77
16 Martha S. Baker 82
17 Harriet B. Willey 65
23 John E. Gardner 61
23 Alice S. Holbrook 71
24 Michael J. Lacroix 63




Deaths Registered at the New Hampshire State Hospital for the
year ending December 31, 1935
JANUARY
Date Name Tears
1 Charles E. Spurting 60
5 Herman R. Parshley 60
7 Joanna McCarthy 80
7 George Young 54
8 Harriet E. French 69
] 2 Marjory McGinty 69
14 Cornelius Creedon 83
16 Edward J. Hutchins 61
17 Mary Belanger 79
] 8 Zephiren Paris 80
18 Eliza Barnahe 65
21 Herbert C. Asbell 49
23 Nellie Flynn 80
27 Edna F. Clement 69
28 William Paget 80
28 Charles B. Evans 75














4 Libeous A. Leach 71
4 Andrew J. McMullen 56
6 Isiah Landry 83
10 Joseph Bernier 78
11 Frank W. Tolford 73
12 Joseph Gauthier 65
13 Fred Gray 60
13 Benjamin F. Quindley 73
15 Cora Morrison 85
18 Joseph E. Roy 76
19 Loretta Gagne 17
19 May Thompson 81
19 Alice E. Nichols 44
22 Joseph A. Caron 54
23 Emily Halden 73
24 Elizabeth Emerson 62
27 Anna McCann 50
27 George Cate 75
28 Effie M. Roy 68
AGE
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MARCH
Date Name Years
1 John E. Davis 74
1 Frank Dodge 85
2 Jennie Olmstead 81
2 Elizabeth Johnson 87
3 Ben C. Dodge 73
4 Hazel E. F. Lewis 42
5 Annie Randall 74
7 Nellie S. Handy 70




12 Alice Johnson 73
12 Ida Beaupre 39
14 Sarah Roberts 74
14 Charles H. Bachelder 76
14 Walter A. Holden 61
14 Alfred E. Kirk 68
16 Oscar Duerschmidt 77
20 Dennis J. Hannon 61
23 Michael Tierney 70
23 Auguste Baron 52
26 Edith M. Sawyer 51
27 Homer M. Whittier 56
29 Charles C. Moore 80











4 Carrie W. Leach 76
4 Ella T. Smith 85
5 Mary Hubert 79
6 Louise Mannion 27
7 Annie E. Hill 74
7 John H. Phillips 78
7 Fannie H. Adams 71
10 Walter Sturtevant 56
10 Felix Chouiniere 71
11 Michael Shea 53
15 Helen Hamlin 19
18 Nelson Fauntain 79




24 Anna E. Ford 78
25 Jerome Forrest 82
27 William Stone 84
27 Everett Egan 45
27 James Mackie 84
AGE
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JULY
Date Name Tears
2 Joseph Gauthier 75




6 Harry Dunklee 63
6 Charles Presby 83
7 James Dickenson 82
10 Louis Marbonne 87
12 Hilda Osgood 16
13 Amy Smith 60
14 Herbert Pray 70
19 Robert Hersey 84





15 Elsie B. Farringtou 72
20 Charles Favor 77
24 James J. Parsons, Jr 46
25 George S. Snow 83
26 Fred Shannon 53
29 Emma Girard 58
AGE
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DECEMBER
Date Name Years
1 Leroy LaPrance 24
1 Prank Potterton 64
6 Augusta Harlow 78
7 Bridget Barrett 59
8 Simeon Buckewich 49
9 Dora Tufts 79
10 William G. Stevens 70
14 Lillian Maxfield 50
18 Lottie Hersey 55
19 Tekla Szczepanska 61
24 Patrick Collins 69
24 Mattie A. Sanborn 72
26 Mattie Wicom 74
26 William A. Joy 85
27 Robert J. Somerville 70
28 Minnie R. Green 62
29 Ignatz Buchel 61
30 Stephen Chalak 40
AGE
DEATHS 239
Deaths Registered at the Margaret Pillsbury General Hospital
for the year ending December 31, 1935
JANUARY
Date Name Years
6 John Windell 75
11 Herbert E. King 60
12 Margaret. L. Wheeler 85
19 Bertha Zecha 57
20 George B. Cheeney
22 Arthur Johnson 32
24 Fred B. Taylor 54
31 Carlo Bricchi 32
AGE
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MARCH—Concluded
Date Name Tears
11 Pauline L. Emerson 1
14 Patrick McCann 87
15 John \V. Sullivan 57
16 Robert H. Carpenter 69




24 Avis H. Farrell 25
27 Adeline M. Underhill 47
30 Mary W. Marsden 53
30 Alice D. Garland 45





15 Leeman B. Mann 15
22 Sarah E. Bachelder 71
24 Alonzo F. Saltmarsh 33
25 Sabrina B. Butterfield 75
28 Edward P. Duffy 38
30 Horace W. Edmunds 66
30 Swan
AGE
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SEPTEMBER—Concluded
Date Name Years
9 Wesley L. Hamm 62
12 Julius Cheney 66
13 Clinton A. McLane 54
23 Murphy
23 George J. Malfait 31
26 John M. Bouchard






7 Francis Shea 27
8 Johnathan G. Berry 86
13 Mary A. Buzzell 76
15 Walter Call 75
19 John F. Young 67
19 Alexies Denis 57
24 Howard D. Clark 54
25 Frank Lapolette 69
26 Hommor A. Reilly 85
26 Fannie J. Berry 72
28 Robert J. Hatch 3
31 Edwin C. Emerson 83
AGE
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Deaths Registered at the New Hampshire Memorial Hospital
for the year ending December 31, 1935.
JANUARY
Date Name Years
4 Joseph A. Plaud 55
4 Otto Henne 48
6 Virginia M. Sullivan
11 Harry Ash 58
14 Charlotte B. Day 54





4 Nellie I. Pelletier 67
18 Carrie M. O. Chase 74
20 Florence











3 Nathan Smith, Jr
4 Josephine L. Moore 77
13 Dorothy G. Whittemore 12
15 James E. Fellows 87
15 Priscilla A. Young 86
AGE
















15 Frank E. Wadleigh 69
17 Frank G. Proctor 80
19 Gladys G. Ross 26
AGE
DEATHS 247
Deaths Registered at Christian Science Pleasant View Home
for the year ending December 31, 1935
FEBRUARY
AGE
Date Name Tears Months Days
9 Elizabeth E. Fishwick 76 1 4
MARCH
8 David C. Edwards 89 1 11
24 Jane E. Gardiner 80 7 1
APRIL
1 Nellie S. Chesley 60 1 16
10 Hugh A. Sutherland 86 8 29
MAY
1 Elizabeth Hooper 82 7 19
13 Annie J. Holland 83 3 10
15 Margaret L. Bailey 85 9
JULY
24 Harriet L. Evans 70 3 13
AUGUST
21 Mary E. Miller 91 11 12
SEPTEMBER
1 3 Grace E. Duganne 75 . . 19
18 Florence Winfleld 78 9 11
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Deaths Registered at Odd Fellows Home for the year
ending December 31, 1935
JANUARY
AGE
Date Name Years Months Dayi
18 Leland A. Wilkins 75 10 8
FEBRUARY
12 Leonard E. Webber 86 4 6
13 Abbie J. Joy 87 9 5
MARCH
22 Albert E. Durell 61 7 22
JULY
26 Addie C. Walker 76 4 13
27 Charles E. Perkins 87 1 29
28 Winslow Ackerman Hayford 81 5 18
31 Edson L. Hill 80 1 17
AUGUST
DEATHS 249
Deaths Registered at Home for the Aged for the year
Ending December 31, 1935
FEBRUARY
AGE
Date Name Years Months Days
8 Anna E. Prescott 82 10 24
OCTOBER
12 Mary E. Nesmith 88 3 11
27 Mary E. Woodbury 85 10 25
250 CITY OF CONCORD
Death Registered at Saint Paul's School Infirmary
JANUARY
AGE
Date Name Tears Months Days
14 Marion Schooley Monie
SUMMARY
Total number of births for the year 455
Total number of marriages for the year 221
Total number of deaths in the different wards 237
Total number of deaths in public institutions 414
Total number brought to the city for burial 94
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